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AUGmentation may be the only reason after all. Everything up to this point 
has been nonsense. A collection of random, uncorrelated letters is all this 
envelope had come to contain. And even now that the letters are organized it 
is difficult to determine intrinsic meaning. No matter the intention, these 
representations are subject to interpretation. Each response is relative to the 
individual, subject to alteration through translation and transcription, subject 
to degradation through absorption, subject to transcendence through 
transference.  

Subject to devolution. 

Concerns about the way things will be reassembled are irrelevant at this 
stage. Another attempt to explain has become just another reminder to get 
back to the objectives. 
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SIDE B: CHRISTMAS CARD COLLECTION

3. Visit Maryanne 

I knew this would be the next “to do” on the list.  

Routine. Habit. Boredom.  

The Second Law of Thermodynamics. It is well understood that chaos is 
inevitable. Entropy is embedded in all the sciences from biology to physics. 
Energy flows from higher ordered potential states to lower less ordered 
states as it dissipates through a system. This is evident even in the clean 
room of a child, which is eventually reduced to a mess of toys dropped in 
boredom, a gallery of crayon canvases abandoned in frustration.  

Unfortunately, it seems now that order is also inevitable. For it is the nature 
of life to make sense of its existence. That is natural law – a tautology, no 
less, and these lists are evidence of the inescapable repetition.  

The original purpose of making lists was to make the last several years 
exciting – unpredictable even. However, this approach failed to keep my 
mind focused on the means instead of the ends. The lists have produced 
habituation, each note being disturbingly similar. Every day with the same 
objectives and priorities, every day with the same routine, every day 
structured is just another day of mind-numbing tedium. 

So, I visit the post office again… but today, the objectives have changed.  

I’ve been waiting a while to receive this post-it that ends everything. Strange 
to think my salvation comes on a simple 3½  inch square – that a yellow 
piece of adhesive paper releases me from harboring, cultivating, culturing 
these viral verses.  
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There is a single key on a red plastic eagle keychain in P.O. Box #518. The 
key opens a box ten times the size of a regular post office box. Manila 
envelopes are packed in the box like DNA around histones. I can’t 
remember the number of times I’ve sent each individual collection of papers 
only to get it back with a comforting “address nonexistent - return to 
sender.”  

Today I am giving it all away! And I want nothing in return: no reply, no 
thank you card, nothing… just an empty post office box.  

4. Copy Everything 

Page after page, I’m copying every journal entry, every scribbled-on napkin, 
every piece of college rule notebook paper that became my canvas. I’m 
copying every academic paper, every article that I reedited, every page of 
every book I removed from its binding and highlighted. I’m copying every 
sentence, every word, and every letter. But most importantly, I’m copying 
the 46 hand-selected entries and stuffing each pile of ink-drenched cellulose 
into manila envelopes. After dropping one tape of this recording into each 
envelope of the 46, I stamp the 46 “Read First.” Then, sliding each set of 
envelopes into seven different shipping boxes, I finally mark different 
previously chosen addresses on each box.  

5. Address Boxes 

Senility allows Maryanne to grin as I slide each of the boxes over the 
countertop. Our first name basis relationship is another regrettable 
byproduct of this routine. A faint final glimmer of recognition escapes 
though those bifocal lenses. Her wrinkled cheeks crease as they collide with 
the bottom of her glasses. I suppose I'll miss her affection. She’s become the 
closest thing I’ve had to a grandmother. 

Detachment will be difficult since death will soon separate her from me. 
Objectivity is always more easily approached in associations with mere 
acquaintances and strangers. I seem to remember something about always 
burdening the people one leaves behind with the things one leaves behind. I 
can’t place the quote and supply the direct citation… shame, really – it 
would have made a fine eulogy. 

Normally, I persist through this absence of reference by simply disregarding 
the source as an irrelevant distraction from the point; however, there seems 
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to be something so remarkably familiar about this moment that it demands 
acknowledgement. 

This sorrow coupled with guilt makes me almost empathize with the 
philosophical and religious leaders of history. Martyrdom abandons. Dying 
for a cause leaves followers of the martyred without anyone to follow. Left 
to interpretation and reduced to a mere inspiration, the shepherd subjects his 
life’s work to the perversions and corruptions of sheep.  

Socrates. Siddhartha Gautama. Muhammad. Jesus Christ.  

The greatest harm a martyr endures is the product endorsements he gives 
posthumously.  

It begins when still young, gullible, and in the early stages of innocent 
decay. You believe in Santa Claus -- an old, fat, white-bearded man that 
rewards good behavior. Including the disappointment that occurs when you 
find out he doesn’t exist, Santa really is the perfect precursor to God. The 
first snow is barely settled on the ground and you’re already asking your 
mother if she knows what the extended family will be getting you for 
Christmas.  

Your mom stares down into the wide little eyes gazing up at her, like she’d 
really give away the secret, and says, “You know______________…”  
                   your whole name 

Mothers use every painful syllable of your name when stating something as 
valuable as a life lesson. “Giving is better than receiving. So what did you 
get your family this year?” 

In response, as if it will make a difference in her decision, you spit out every 
piece of clutter you bought from your grade school organized “Santa’s 
Workshop.” The little green plastic turtle that sits in a gold rocking chair 
holding a newspaper that reads “World’s Greatest Grandpa” as the headline; 
a mug with the same slogan for dad; the pen with a flashlight built into the 
handle for your uncle; and for the grandmas, little white ceramic ring boxes 
with lopsided flowers painted on top by some third-world child who would 
be in grade school but for happenstance.  

Proudly you proclaim you did it all by yourself – you picked these 
individual presents out of tables of this junk... mini screwdriver sets, tacky 
porcelain bird figurines, and, of course, winter-scene snow globes of all 
sorts and sizes.  
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These are the things they will never throw away. These are the useless 
pieces of cute shit that represent some memory that should have died long 
ago. These are the things they set on shelves to collect dust because they 
can’t let go of the past.  

These are the things you burden your family with. But it can stop with me. 
Theory won’t even try to explain Santa or God or Ceiling Cat. Hope won’t 
even try to say this will last forever.  

These are the things that mean everything to them, but to you it’s just 
another give in order to receive. 

Life is a give-take relationship, a battle between giving up and giving in, a 
battle between taking apart and taking for granted. 

The seven gives in life:  
1.Excuse 2.Condolences 3.Compliment 4.Hope 5.Gift 6.Disease 7.Support 

The seven takes in life: 
1.Theory 2.Money 3.Place 4.Virginity 5.Acclaim 6.Life 7.Purpose 

The gives and takes are, of course, interrelated, but this is the way I’ve come 
to sort the list.  

The most common ways that people give.  

The most common ways that people take.  

The list exhibits the easiest ways to give and take, the path of least 
resistance, the four-lane express super highway of egoism. 

“This is the last time I’m sending them.” Maryanne checks the cost display 
by raising her glasses to the top of her gray perm curls. The string of 
transparent green beads connecting the ear-pieces that frame her raisin of a 
face as she squints to see the red LED counter. The boxes are so heavy now 
that it costs more to send one in the mail than to keep all of them in the safe 
deposit box.  

But you put things in those that you want to keep.  

A selection from a lifetime worth of works, stuffed into manila envelopes 
like a final draft presentation on office efficiency, tucked into little boxes of 
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old birthday cards you can’t bring yourself to throw away. Before today they 
had no organization, no explanation, no real address…  

But this time I have an excuse.  

Give 1: Excuse.  

This time I have a reason.  

This time the boxes all have real addresses, seven addresses, and finally 
they’re going somewhere else besides back to me.  

The boxes contain my contaminated contribution to society – my plagiaristic 
puzzle. The manila envelopes hold misanthropic malignancy. Tape, saliva-
activated adhesive, and postage were all there was between diplomas of 
indoctrination and undergraduates going postal. In the past I’ve entertained 
the best-case scenario: I imagined the envelopes getting caught in the chute 
and then being shredded to pieces by some sorting machine. I wished for an 
overturned truck, a shipwreck or a plane crash. I hoped they’d be forever 
lost at sea, or buried with love letters never to be received, or scattered in 
burning rubble among the ever popular “Wish You Were Here” postcard. 

Or simply never opened. Never – like pre-approved 24.5% variable interest 
rate credit card offers. 

6. Say Prayers 

I suppose though if you’re reading or listening to this then you’re un-
answering my prayers. I guess as I’m writing these last excuses for 
spreading the disease, I’m really un-granting my own wishes. I think in 
addressing these boxes to real places I’m really hoping in the back of my 
mind that someday, someone will quote a clever phrase of mine and take it 
all further than I’ve ever dreamed.  

All I’ve ever wanted was to be in a bibliography – a referenced at the end of 
some freshman’s essay. To be behind everything someone else wrote.  

The last thing on the list is the seventh seal, the seventh “give.” 

7. Give 7: Support 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39: THE GIRAFFE

The wheels squeal like a pig drowning in its own blood on the 
slaughterhouse floor as I turn into the subdivision. Each house is 
disappointingly similar. Fourth of an acre lots, if even that, packed around 
meandering concrete cul-de-sacs. I don’t even break at the stop sign between 
Ash Street and Benton Lane. All I can think about are the questions that will 
finally be answered. What happened those first nine years of my life?  

The yellow blur of a “Slow - Children at Play” sign flies by on my right. I 
don’t even think a ball rolling out into the road could make me slow down 
now.  

Where did I come from?  

Overwhelmed by the possibility I almost miss my turn onto Peachtree Court. 
I meet a minivan probably on its way to practice and swerve, coming within 
centimeters of clipping a mailbox while Soccer Mom shoves her palm 
through the center of her steering wheel. 

The first secret to writing an autobiography is to relive the day – to make 
every event in the present, to make the audience feel as though they are 
experiencing it with you – right then – for the first time. The past is expired 
like graham crackers that have taken on the flavor of the cardboard box. The 
audience feels behind, struggling to catch up so that eventually they can 
experience something fresh. But they never get there with words that end in 
“ed.” It leaves them somewhere between stale, mind-numbing mush and 
pre-chewed boredom.  
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This is the same critique I have of the way students are currently educated. 
Children are born into this world ambitious and curious, under the 
impression that the breakthroughs they make every day have never been 
obtained or even pursued. Then the child enters the school system, where 
lectures dominate over authentic inquiry. The student’s aspirations to 
contribute to mankind’s collection of knowledge are stifled by what the 
species already knows. There appears to be nothing left to ascertain, just 
information to collect and memorize. A young mind is filled with history, 
formulas, facts, conclusions… and discovery, experience, practice, and 
experimentation are pushed aside because there is too much to pour into 
their little head. 

In all this, the flames of curiosity are extinguished. 

The mind is not a vessel to be filled but a fire to be kindled. – Plutarch 

The frame grinds against the tapered curb as I barrel into the driveway. Who 
funded this? Who is responsible for me being this way?  The momentum 
from braking throws me forward and back in my seat with a force that only 
answers can compete with. I’m unlocking the front door before I even 
realize I removed the keys from the ignition.  

The second secret is to alternate between the intense actions of the day and 
the internal thoughts that lead to the conclusion of the chapter. The mind 
naturally shifts quickly between introspection and sensory perception. 
Consciousness can only focus on one thing at a time, entertain only one unit 
of thought at a time. 

Multitasking is a myth. Doing two or more things at once is really just being 
able to switch between thoughts fast enough that no one notices. The 
efficiency of cognitive juggling has been heightened by the demands of a 
television internet culture. It is debatable whether this societally-induced 
A.D.D. is a benefit or a burden.  

Because attention spans have been reduced by mass media’s endless 
bombardment of sound snippets, subliminal product placement flashes, and 
twist-after-du-ex-machina-twist in generic crime scene shows, audiences 
have acquired an appetite that requires constant change. They’ve lost the 
capacity and patience to follow one idea through to its logical end. They 
demand distraction to feel successful. Therefore, the only thing to do is cater 
to the inconclusive. The author has to make the audience feel as though they 
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are checking off a litany of objectives, while, in reality, they aren’t finishing 
anything. 

Racing though the house, I finally come to the doorway of my old bedroom. 
I pause for a moment to take in the time capsule of the last years of my 
childhood, everything right where I left it two years ago: The digital 
microscope with a USB cord so I could view slides on my computer screen. 
The never lit candle that looks like the caterpillar from Alice in Wonderland. 
The band posters hung edge-to-edge to cover the white walls.  

I repeat what mom said aloud. “Behind the giraffe you’ll find everything 
you want to know about yourself.” 

I grab the edge of Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon and rip it off the 
wall. Poster after poster, I clear the walls desperately searching. Under the 
bands and under the thin layer of white paint is a mural of a jungle and a 
savannah that my mother painted for my arrival home. As a teenager, I put 
up all the posters because the white paint didn’t completely conceal the 
foliage and animals. At that age, it was a bit embarrassing. 

With every frantic pull, I’m regressing. I’m exposing my childhood. I’m 
tearing away at the mask of my adolescence to find myself through a 
bleached giraffe. 

I shed the posters to the ground smiling, and then I snicker, partly out of 
excitement but mostly because my mom couldn’t help herself. Her 
background as a geneticist and evolutionary biologist shows through in her 
last words to me. The long neck of the giraffe is the tired but popular choice 
to introduce Lamarckian acquired inheritance, which was the popular 
explanation of how evolution occurred before Darwin proposed natural 
selection.  

The third secret is to inject facts and details into the story, inviting the 
audience to a surreal comfort of reference points. This also helps the 
audience feel as though they’re learning something as they’re being 
entertained which lapses back into the second secret.  

Lamarck thought that organisms had an innate desire to improve and that 
through attempts of reaching and augmentation of body structures, over 
time, would acquire improved characteristics. So as the high school 
textbook says, the giraffe stretched its neck to reach the leaves that were 
higher in the trees and their necks grew longer. Then, somehow the giraffe 
passes this newly acquired characteristic on to its offspring.  
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Lamarck’s theory doesn’t align with our present understanding of genetics. 
Then again, Darwin didn't know about the epigenome. 

Evolution by natural selection is understood as genetic variation. Evolution 
by acquired characteristics maybe realized in the epigenetic regulation. 

It could be that the male with a longer neck had the advantage to fight off 
other males and have more sex and consequently more calves? Or any 
mutation that gave him a longer neck simply allowed him to eat higher 
vegetation. So if he was well fed, he simply lived long enough to have the 
chance to have more sex, which means more calves? Either way, or any 
other way for that matter, the recurrent laryngeal nerve in giraffes is the 
perfect example of unintelligent design.  

Evolution: planning for the past, spending the inheritance, and never 
considering the future. 

The answers to my past... this close to me the whole time.  

Under my Tool poster, I find the tallest living land animal, pale and elusive. 
I hear a hollow echo as I pound my hand against its brown-patched body.  

Throwing open my closet, I push aside clothing and boxes in search of my 
aluminum tee-ball bat. Raising the three-foot blunt instrument over my 
head, I murder my old safari friend, repeatedly embedding the bat into its 
fragile drywall body. With each swing comes a new question, though one 
resonates above all the others: what will I do after I know the answers? 

The fourth secret is to disregard linear time. Begin at the end. Shuffle the 
middle so that the audience knows just enough to ask how they got there. 
Flashback and flash-forward so that the audience is always guessing where 
this piece or that fits into the puzzle. You want them to see the trees for the 
forest, and don’t worry: they won’t realize that the forest changes wildly 
from sentence to sentence. 

Seconds later the hole is large enough to step through and I stand in front of 
a doorway to my past. After dropping the bat to the carpet floor I grab the 
cheap Mickey Mouse flashlight from under my nightstand. Clicking it on, I 
take a deep breath and step over the threshold.   

Behind the giraffe large filing boxes are stacked to the ceiling in a room that 
is half the size of my room.  At a glance there appears to be hundreds of 
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boxes organized and marked with different names underscored by a series of 
numbers. I wander the labyrinth of boxes searching with Mickey. And then 
the yellow light falls upon my name, Nathan Lewis 31542, and my mouth 
falls wide open. A whole section of boxes, four wide, six high, and two 
deep, dedicated to me. I pull 31542 out from the stack. Inside file folders 
hang organized into months and stuffed full of all types of reports. I remove 
August and select a packet at random and quietly read aloud: 

“Subject currently shows no negative symptoms or side effects of T-193 
phage. Preliminary blood tests give evidence of full integration of T-193 into 
leukocytes, which give promise of other tissues being affected by therapy. 
Further tests should be conducted including extractions of sputum and spinal 
fluid.” 

I stop and fall back into the boxes behind me as the answers deliver their 
force. Sitting there lost in darkness, only guided by the light of a cartoon 
mouse, I fall into an abyss of vacant memories.  

The fact that I know nothing about my past throws my forehead into my 
hands, and then, as I look around, I recognize that I am far from alone. 

Give 3: Hope 

The final secret is to create overwhelming curiosity, to build paralyzing 
anticipation of the great reveal, to fake a premature climax, and then to 
abruptly stop. 
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1: JUDGE BOOKS BY THEIR COVERS

“Goddamn!” Gregory huffs as he grabs the binding of an organic chemistry 
hardback textbook to lift it from the pallet of a hundred cellophane-wrapped 
duplicates. “Look at this fucker.” He raises and lowers it in his hands as 
though weighing it a few times before dropping it into his basket.  

“The only thing bigger’s the price tag.” I shake my head and reach down to 
take one myself. Gregory stops me. “Whoa, let’s just share.” He points at his 
schedule – at the line where the instructor of the course is written. 
“Professors that require textbooks they’ve written’s like charging the prison 
bitch for a bar of soap…” 

“What?!” I state shaking my head with more force and slightly squinting my 
eyes, completely confused by the analogy. 

"In prison, not only are ya paying yer debt to society but the warden’s 
charging ya for soap for showers… oh, and if ya drop it they fuck ya up the 
ass. So in college, not only are ya paying ridiculous amounts of money to 
the university, the professor is charging ya for a required text he wrote... oh, 
and if ya drop off in studying it he fucks ya up the ass with an F." 

Gregory Harbors is a junior and the leader of my Freshman Interest Group. 
We only met moments ago and already we are sharing books and discussing 
methods of prison rape. This is to be expected in the first hours of 
adjustment to college life, and at least his clarification made some sense. 

Gregory shifts the conversation back to the objective, “What’s next on yer 
list?” 

“Molecular Chemistry of the Cell,” I say with transparent enthusiasm. 
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“Good luck. I barely passed that shit last year. Ya can have my 5th edition. 
Doubt it much has changed. I like the cover better on the 5th edition 
anyway.” Gregory says as he opens the covers of a few of the 6th edition 
books and inserts a half-sheet of paper. 

“But what about the new information between the covers?” I say 
sardonically. “I mean isn’t that more important than the picture on the 
cover?” I ask rhetorically, rejecting Gregory’s absurdity and reaching for the 
6th edition. “I mean what if they changed something?” I state as an 
afterthought to fill the awkward silence. 

Staring at the stack of 6th edition books, Gregory catches my hand. Then, he 
looks me square in the eye and says very seriously in a low tone, “No. A 
cover’s the protein coat of the viruses that parasitize yer mind.” He releases 
me and then returns to stuffing sheets of paper under the covers of the 6th 
editions. “I mean, how many books have ya read just because the cover 
looked interesting? Or better yet how many books haven’t ya read ‘cause the 
cover didn’t look interesting?” 

“I dunno.” I shrug. “I mean when I was a kid, I didn’t read some books ’til 
the cover with the actors in the movie came out. But I think I’ve outgrown 
that superficial judging-books-by-their-covers stuff.” 

“Ya shouldn’t,” he contrasts. “Think ‘bout the music industry. Think ‘bout 
iTunes. I mean, hell, they sell songs with the same iconic image of the 
album cover for every song. When ya hear the song, ya see the album cover. 
When ya see the album cover, ya hear the song. So, when remembering, yer 
remembering all this nonsense for exams in Molecular Chemistry of the 
Cell, what image ya want stuck in yer head?” 

“So, it looks cooler but I don’t want to learn the wrong stuff,” I retort. 
Gregory is down the row a little bit still stuffing sheets of paper into the 
fronts of books, so I again lift a 6th edition to my basket. 

Licking his index fingertip to apply the saliva necessary to pull another 
sheet of paper from the stack. He pointed to the book in my hand, and then, 
with an exaggerated gesture, he waved his hand at all the rest on the floor 
and shelves: “They’re all outdated. Science is always changing. I’m telling 
ya, yer making a mistake.”  

He shuts another book cover and chuckles under his breath. “That is what 
makes science different from religion: it adapts to new evidence and 
disregards laws that have lost their predicting power, revising theories that 
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no longer explain things well. The world’s a hostile place for ideas rooted in 
empiricism. The best ya can do is try and make sure that the ones ya do read 
are attached to something memorable.”  

“But what if I’m remembering the wrong things?” 

“Misconceptions can be implied or intentionally taught. Everything ya learn 
here, everything at this university, one day’ll be obsolete. So trying to get it 
all perfect this time around so ya never have to look at it again’s desperately 
optimistic.” 

“Alright.” I concede, “I guess I’ll put it back.” 

He hands me one of the sheets of paper he’s been stuffing into textbooks. 
For the first time I notice what it says at the top: Additional Required 
Readings. “So what classes are these readings for and why are you stuffing 
them into textbooks? Is this part of your FIG duties that you have to—” 

“No,” he calmly interrupts. “Take a look at the first required text.” He points 
to the top of the page. 

“The Selfish Gene, by Richard Dawkins.” There are four other books listed 
underneath that are equally unfamiliar. 

“Ya read it?” 

“No. I don’t think I’ve read any of these. Wait, do I have to read these for 
Molecular Chemistry of the Cell?” 

“No, but ya should read ’em if ya want to understand the way the world 
works,” he states ominously, adding, “—if ya want to survive beyond this 
cum dumpster of a public university.” 

“Alright, well, can you give me the quick version?” I say in a questioning 
tone. 

“Whatever. Do what ya want.” Gregory inhales deeply as though inflating 
his head with the memories of the book before exhaling the summary in 
almost one breath. “Chapter 11 introduced the world to the term meme.  
Dawkins said memes are the little bits of thought that live inside our brains 
– duplicating and mutating like the genes in a cell.” 
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“So wait,” I interrupt, “Memes? Like Lolcat and Rage Comics?” Too often 
my resolve to finish homework reduces to endless scrolling through internet 
memes. Procrastination feels like a ninja. 

#  
“Stupid internet bastardized meme… Dawkins suggested that all thought is 
just memes doing natural selection. They compete for yer consciousness.” 
Still stuffing books with the list he glances back at me from the shelf. “And 
they’re incredibly infectious.” 

“So, wait, so putting these lists in the books – you’re trying to infect people? 
I don’t know that I’d call that infection…” 

“Well that’s all any of these textbooks are good for. Contagious ideas hiding 
between hardcovers. Commercials, comics, and content knowledge.” 
Gregory elaborates, “Every idea, theory, belief... they’re all memes: God, 
the big bang, love, laws of motion, the memory of your dead aunt, the years 
of World War II, celibacy and the way ya want that second piece of cake, all 
of ‘em are just memes. Each unit of thought’s fighting for its life in yer 
brain.” 

“And like you telling me this Dawkin’s meme, the meme on memes, is 
infecting my brain?” 
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“As it does ya will inevitably begin questioning everything. Meme on 
memes… Ha! What do ya want from me, man?” Gregory takes a breath. 

“And those questions are memes?” I continue. “All of them fighting for 
attention and survival in my brain?” I ask a bit skeptically. 

“And these questions start becoming obvious as yer brain makes mistakes. 
New creative ideas, when ya process the new information against your old 
ideas. These questions are mutations, errors as the meme’s copied and 
coexisting with other memes in yer brain.” 

Gregory said brain in such an odd way – “brrrrr-RANE.” 

“So, I’ve got control over my thoughts?… Or is it that my brrrrr-RANE is 
just a free-for-all, a battle royal of memes as they fight to the death inside 
my head?” I say a bit mockingly as my mind stretches like saltwater taffy.  

“Then again,” Gregory pulls my now pliable chewy candy of a brrrrr-RANE 
in another direction. “If memes mutate like mistakes, like in copying DNA, 
did ya lose something while ya were working my words into ya little 
synaptic connections? If ya did something wrong? What else’s mutated over 
yer life?”  

“I say I understand what someone else says, but, really, I’ve got no idea of 
what that meme looks like inside the other person’s brain.” It was time to 
say brain properly once again. 

I pause. 

Gregory snatches the silence and draws the inevitable conclusion. “No 
matter how well I explain myself to someone else a mutation in that meme 
could ruin the fidelity of the thought. Make it unrecognizable, like a really 
bad game of telephone.” He finishes and then quickly adds, “Oh, and the 
rest of the book is about genetics and evolution… and brrrrr-RANES!!!” 

I chuckle at brrrr-RANES and stare for a moment at the list as the smile 
fades away. “Are all the books on this list like that?” 

“To a degree,” Gregory nods with his lips pursed. “These required reading 
lists are my way of suggesting and spreading the most destructively virulent 
ideas of our sordid society. So, what’s next on yer book list?” 
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2: ENGLISH 1100: QUOTE FILE

“The odds say that none of you will ever be a famous author or a journalist 
or even write a lame poem that will be featured in some 99 cent anniversary 
card.” This is how Dr. Rost introduces his course, English 1100.  

He continues his uplifting “defy the odds” speech to a lecture of about 200 
student seats of which half are filled randomly. “The reason most of you are 
here is because it is required as a college mandate that you learn how to 
write a basic grammatical sentence. The other point-one percent of you are 
nurturing some half-baked desire to change the world with the next great 
novel or news article. My duties as a professor are wrapped around the three 
papers you will write for my course.” 

I open my composition notebook and scramble to scribble as Dr. Rost 
rambles through the objectives for the course. I title the top of the page: 
objectives.  

“First,” Dr. Rost begins as he adjusts his maroon back-tooth patterned tie, “I 
will teach you the proper way to compose an academic report so you don’t 
look like a complete idiot in your other research-based courses.” I quickly 
jot down:  

1. Write research report  

2. Don’t be an idiot.   

“Second,” he continues, “I will share the secrets to writing an autobiography 
so that some of you can explain your slow downward-spiral in college 
through a memoir – after a third of you fail out.” The lead in my mechanical 
pencil squeaks as it slides across the page.  

3. Document downward-spiral. 
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4. Don’t fail out. 

“And third,” he smiles as he finishes, “I will describe what constitutes a 
truly unique fiction book as we read novel after novel – so that if you ever 
try to, I don’t know, let your imagination wander, you don’t plagiarize from 
plethora literature that was written before you were born.”  

5. Let imagination wander. 

6. Read the plethora. 

“Now, since we are talking about plagiarism. If you make the attempt to 
claim someone else’s brilliance for you own and if, well, rather, when I 
catch you, I will personally see to it that you are expelled from this 
university.”  

7. Don’t plagiarize.  

“This is not to say you can’t use the words of others. References are your 
academic friends. Quotes give your otherwise underdeveloped inklings a 
shred of foundation in focused well-formed thought.” 

Dr. Rost reaches into his canvas messenger bag and produces a tin recipe 
box that looks like something that came from the Great Depression. “I 
suggest you make a quote file of passages from articles, novels, and non-
fiction texts that you might find a use for later. Better to have the work done 
on the front end rather than the back end.” 

8. Make quote file.  

Pulling his hand out of the bag again, he takes out an unopened stack of 
white index cards. “They don’t have to be just things you read, you can 
include things you overhear from other people’s conversations or your 4am 
solutions to the world’s problems and the meaning of life, whatever… For 
example,” he bites the cellophane off the index cards and removes one 
placing the rest on his podium. Taking the pen from behind his ear he points 
with the capped end to a tan male built like a linebacker. “What’s your 
name?” 

“Stubblebrook. Jeremiah Stubblebrook,” the linebacker says as though he is 
James Bond. “But everybody jus’ calls me Stubbs.” 
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“And I mark the date and time,” Dr. Rost scrawls words across the back of 
the card. “Alright, Stubbs, as everyone calls you, say something profound.” 

“Profoun’ huh…,” Jeremiah says searching his, what has to be, thin gray 
matter for something that fits the requirements. “Alright, dis girl in my dorm 
asks if I had my wallet ‘n if I’d cover the tip for ‘er delivered pizza. So I say, 
‘Only if yew’d cover the tip of my purple mushroom helmet with yer pink 
velvet sausage wallet.’ Kno’ wha’d I mean?!” Between the high-fives and 
laughter of Jeremiah’s jock friends, the responses of the hall are mixed 
between snickers and revulsion. 

“Well,” Dr. Rost sighs, “it seems my work is cut out for me this year… This 
year’s crop of football brutes cannot distinguish between profound and 
profane.” The hall almost applauds as Dr. Rost digs at the inappropriate 
dim-wits of the front row of jocks, though it was difficult to tell whether 
Rost was actually talking to the students or himself.  

“Regardless…,” he begins transcribing the quote on the front of the index 
card. “The combination of color, food, object, and vulgarity has a sense of 
poetry to it. It appears the one they call Stubbs here has claimed the point-
one percent of fame with the perfect 99 cent Valentine’s Day card that I will 
never give my wife. Congratulations, Stubbs.” Jeremiah raises his hands as 
though he just scored the winning touchdown.  

Dr. Rost flicks the card to signal that it is complete. “Anyway, one side has 
the quote and the other the citation. Then we file this under Sexual Humor.” 
He closes the lid to the tin recipe box. “Now it is your turn. I will start two 
stacks of cards at either end. I want you to find a partner and exchange 
profound quotes with one another.” He emphasizes “profound” as he hands 
a stack of cards to Jeremiah.  

9. Be profound.  

I look up from my notebook to see the most beautiful girl I’d ever laid eyes 
on scoot along the row with two index cards and a pen. “Hi, my name is 
Tabetha. Tabetha Hartseed.” Her green eyes flicker as she brushes her dark 
black hair from her face that has a hint of Asian descent. “I thought we 
could be partners?” 

“Hello,” I say in my most confidently cool voice. “I’m Nathan Lewis. Nice 
to meet you, Tabetha.” Research says you should repeat names you want to 
remember as many times as possible in the conversation to associate the 
name with her face as well as make the person feel comfortable and 
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connected to you. “So, I guess, what’s your...” I trail off motioning the 
conversation forward with my hand as my concentration dwindles taking the 
index card from her and writing her name on the back. 

“Clever meaning of life quote that’s not too cliche or, heaven forbid, 
plagiarized?” She laughs and shyly smiles wide in a welcoming and playful 
way. 

“Sure.” I laugh. “Seems like a big request on such short notice.” 

“It kinda does.” Tabetha agrees. “I mean it’s hard to come up with a perfect 
sentence that stands alone. I think that the really good quotes are ripped 
from long speeches, thick books, and exhaustive reports. Ya know?”  

I nod my head, “Yeah, that’s a pretty good quote about quoting. Sort of... 
what’s that word... metacognitive. I’m going to write it down.” I flip over 
the index card and start writing quickly before the memory of her words 
fade. “What’s the last part again? ‘Ripped from?’”  

“Long speeches, thick books, and... um, exhaustive reports, I think.” She 
slowly repeats as she looks over my shoulder as I copy down her words. 
“It’s kinda like you would have to journal all your thoughts down,” she 
continues as I finish writing. “And then from all those words a single 
sentence might stand out from the rest. And that would be a quote worth 
putting on one of these little cards.” 

“I haven’t journaled for years,” I admit. “Actually not since I was a kid. 
Really, I guess, it was more of like an assignment at the orphanage,” I say 
looking up and thinking out loud. 

“So, you’re adopted?” Tabetha asks. 

“Yeah, but I was really young when I got adopted. I was lucky because the 
orphanage shut down about a month later. What about you?” 

“I had a kinda normal family,” twisting a strand of dark hair in her fingers 
while she elaborates. “Mom, dad, an older brother, your standard suburbia 
middle-class upbringing. I was—” 

“Alright,” Dr. Rost announces interrupting our conversation. “Thank your 
partners and return to your seat.” 
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As Tabetha stands, she grabs my index card with her name and quote on it 
from my desk. “You owe me a quote.” She takes the pencil from my hand 
and writes ten digits under her name. “Call me when you think of something 
good.”  

10. Call Tabetha 

“So, now you have your first quote for your collection, which is the first 
step to a decent research paper.” Dr. Rost writes: References on the large 
white dry-erase board behind him and then crosses it out. I wonder how 
many people make lists of to-dos that are “to-dones" just so they can mark 
them off.  

“Second, we need to spend some time discussing the non-fiction of your 
embellished autobiography due in nine weeks.” Dr. Rost turns and writes: 
Five Secrets of an Autobiography and I write it down in my notebook. “The 
first secret to writing an autobiography is to relive everything.”  

1. Relive Everything 
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3: BASES OF LOVE

“Another split,” groans Tabetha. “See this is why I stick to cheerleading. I’m 
terrible at playing this game.” Research says that first dates should include 
some type of activity to fill in the gaps of a conversation. In the worst case 
scenario it gives the couple something to laugh and talk about. 

“So...” I shrug trying to imply that it is not a big deal. Recognizing self-
reflective insecurities but then making her feel secure by washing it away as 
insignificant is not something Gregory would recommend. Instead he would 
suggest making backhanded compliments that point out new shortcomings 
and personal flaws to dampen her spirits. This way you appear to be the only 
male that is willing to settle for her. Then again, I’m not that good at the 
dating game yet. “So, you’re bad at sports. I never really played sports as a
—” 

“Wait, I didn’t say I was bad at sports,” she interrupts almost offended. 
Quickly, though, she sweetens her tone. “I mean, cheerleading’s a sport.” 

“Well, I guess, in a way. It’s athletic but...” I trail off for two seconds, the 
first of which I take trying to find my argument, and the second of which I 
take to decide if the argument is worth making on a first date. I try to make a 
simple division line between the definitions that can end the potentially bad 
debate. “I mean, it’s not a sport like football or baseball, I mean, for one, 
there’s no ball or even points.” 

“Yeah, but you play Frisbee golf, right?” she questions before throwing her 
second ball. She hits the four pin on the left but it falls short of knocking 
into the ten. 
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I wait until she is back from the boards before I respond, “Yeah, on 
Sundays, like I said.” 

“Well that doesn’t have a ball or even points for that matter.” She says as the 
television monitor above marks her score. “Think about track, marathons, 
bicycle endurance racing, snowboarding, sumo-wrestling, boxing, or a lot of 
the Olympic sports. And in cheerleading competitions the judges do award 
us points.” 

“Sure, I’ve seen those on television. You’ll have to take me to one 
sometime,” I ploy for another date at a moment of crisis fashioned in 
disagreement. Research states that in times of potential conflict between 
parties, most cases of argument can be avoided by one party showing an 
interest in gaining a deeper understanding of the other party’s point of view. 
This is my attempt to correct my previous blunder of challenging her sport. I 
continue to correct, “That way you can show me what you do and I can get a 
better appreciation of it – as a sport and all.” 

“I’d like that,” she applauds my tactical interest with a sincere smile. 
“You’re up by the way.” 

“Thanks.”  

I take my ball from the chute and walk up to the polished wooden floor with 
its thin planks and small dots. I always throw a little to the left as my right 
arm comes around so I have to cheat to the right over two marks. I take my 
aim and back swing. As the ball rolls down the alley I start thinking of what 
to talk about next. Pretending to intently watch the ball roll down toward the 
pins, I scan my past experiences for the next clever remark to make. Nothing 
comes. I don’t even register what pin action occurs down the lane before I 
turn to Tabetha, “Damn! Well, maybe next time.” 

“What?! You got a strike,” she exclaims. “What more do you want?” 

“For the last five to be strikes as well,” I recover. 

“That’s the funny thing about games,” she responds taking hold of the 
conversation.  

I think, “Thank you.” 
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“You always want more.” She comments before rising from her seat while 
on the overhead television screen a huge red X in a fur-rimmed coat pushes 
the plunger on a detonator. In the distance, pins explode from a bunker on a 
snow covered mountain. “More pins, more yards, more runs, more, more, 
more. Ya know, it’s the same thing with relationships.” She smiles before 
turning around to the lane with her ball. I stare while she throws in all her 
clumsy grace. It sweeps from left-middle to right, across the lane and then 
makes the rest of the journey in the gutter. She spins around holding her 
heart and smiling in fake pain. 

“Maybe you should cheat over to the left a little more since you are a lefty,” 
I advise with a casual take it or leave it gesture. 

“Thanks. I’ll try that.” While waiting for her ball to return, she continues her 
thought. “Anyway, I find that it’s not so much that you have to worry about 
your date pushing the envelope when you just start dating, but you, 
yourself.” 

“How so?” I ask a little confused, as she lifts her ball from the chute. 

“Well, I like to kinda compare it to baseball because everyone is familiar 
with, like, first base, second base, and all that.” She says scooting left a 
couple of steps. Her throw rewards her with seven pins. “Yes. Thanks for the 
tip. Like I was saying, everyone has different meanings for the bases. I mean 
some say that first is the first kiss and others think it means light on top of 
the clothes petting.”  

“I always thought that hitting the ball was the first kiss and it was the long 
run to first to get to the making out,” I say adding my two cents. 

“It really doesn’t matter.” She waves her hands as though my deviation 
might lose the purpose of her analogy. “The point is that there’s an 
“escalation of intimacy” as I kinda like to call it.” 

I feign thinking for a moment, having already made up my mind, and 
respond, “I like it.” 

“Thanks.” While a glimmer of pride sparkles in her eye, she takes a place 
next to me on one of the chair-like seats of the 70‘s style orange and smoke 
stained white bench. “See, when you’re in a relationship you kinda naturally 
progress through the bases, each time you get closer and closer to home. 
And even though people have different meanings of the bases, home-plate 
always means the same thing. Now think about it. If the relationship ends.” 
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“Like gets out?” I suggest as I get up to take my turn. 

“Yeah, like gets out.” She pacifies me. “Then, the next time you are up to 
bat with a new person you try to get home faster. But the problem is that 
until you get to the same base the comparison between the two is uneven.” 
Pausing for a moment while I throw my ball, she takes a sip of her coke. I 
manage nine pins and as soon as I return she continues. “So eventually the 
only way to, ya know, know how the person you are currently dating rates 
with the others is to sleep with all of them. I mean how do you compare a 
home-run to a man stranded on second?” 

“So what are you trying to tell me?” Confused about her purpose of telling 
me all this on a first date and wondering if I should be looking forward to 
something this evening. I pick up the spare. My mind begins reeling as I 
walk back. Am I actually going to have a one night stand? Gregory would be 
so proud. This is too easy. The television shows a large marbled ball in a 
cowboy hat shooting the last pin. Why is it so easy? Is she too easy? The last 
pin collapses next to his bandit friends and a tumbleweed rolls along the 
sand. 

“Well, there is another way.” She says passing me on her way to pick up her 
ball. 

“Okay.” I say as I think, “Damn.” 

“You could take a break from the game for a while. Forget how to swing. 
Forget how it feels to strike out. Forget what the bases stand for. Even forget 
what home feels like.” She throws the ball and gets another seven pins. 
“You could, in a way, be a born-again.” 

“What... born-again... virgin?” I ask as I think, “Double damn!” I think, 
“Gregory would be so disappointed.” I think, “I’m dating my mother.” 

“I’m not one of those religious fanatics that do it to get clean with god 
again,” she assures me. “I’m just kinda tired of playing the game always 
knowing I have to run around the whole diamond even after his three outs.” 

“So wait,” I pause. “I get three outs?” I say with a smile to lighten the mood 
and show her I’m still interested. 
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She returns my smile and then takes my hands. “Sorry I was so forward and 
abrupt. I always try to find a way to slip it into conversation early on so that 
I don’t mislead.” 

“It was pretty smooth.” I laugh acknowledging her attempt to make the 
uncomfortable subject casual. She kisses me on the cheek. “What was that?” 
I ask surprised by her sudden show of physical affection. 

“Ball one?” She says playfully while turning her head away shyly. Then, 
taking her seat she says, “You’re up.” 
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4: CELL BIOLOGY 1200: MITOSIS

“This is why it so important for you to understand way cell divides,” Dr. 
Chen, my Molecular Chemistry of the Cell professor, says trying to instill in 
us the value of his content area. As he elaborates on mitosis, I try to reign in 
my attention. Lately, I’ve been drifting in classes because I can’t help but 
think of Gregory and Dawkins and mental viruses.  

“So, how cell know when to divide?” Dr. Chen states more as a lead into his 
continuing lecture rather than asking a question, “How it know when it is 
supposed to replicate its DNA? I tell you. It all about checkpoints in cell 
cycle.” It is almost as though I can feel the memes competing in my head for 
space. I’m aware of them now. So, every time my mind wanders during 
lecture, I try to change the environment of my mind to select for the memes 
I’m supposed to be thinking about.  

What time did Gregory say that party was again? Concentrate. 

“Now, cell cycle regulated by protein-controlled biochemical feedback loops 
and switches.” Dr. Chen pulls me back in. 

Protein. Feedback. Switches.  

Taking notes sometimes helps maintain Dr. Chen’s memes, but today every 
time I let go of one meandering thought another one finds the empty hold in 
my brain. “We know from chapter three, word protein from the Greek protos 
translate as ‘first’ or ‘primary’ since that believed to be first essential 
chemical of life.”  

Although Dr. Chen reminds us frequently that he is South Korean, he did 
field research in Latin America and a post-doc in Greece. So he thinks it’s 
important we to know the Greek and Latin roots to understand bio-
chemistry.  
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“And we know from chapter seven, code of DNA is expressed as protein. 
DNA control life of cell through protein. So you, yourself, and everything 
else made of cell is controlled by protein coded for by DNA.” The whole 
theme of this course is just weird. To think that we are simply controlled by 
a series of chemical interactions… molecular gears reducing freewill to a 
chain reaction. One step after the next, like trying to follow this mitosis 
meme to its logical conclusion.  

My head feels like a tea cup overflowing as Dr. Chen just keeps dumping in 
cell division trivia. 

Like this cup, you are full of your own opinions and speculations. How can I 
show you Zen unless you first empty your cup? - Nan-in, Zen Master 

I hear Dr. Chen also leads a Zen meditation club on Wednesdays. 
Apparently, a Buddhist monk allows the thoughts to wash over him in 
waves, letting them come as they will and go with the same ease, clearing 
the mind of all deep pondering. I’m wondering if thought wandering might 
just let me sort of let go of the memes that interrupt my— 

I blink and shake my head as though trying to rustle the thoughts from my 
head like dead tea leaves. I push my pencil down hard into the notebook, “In 
this case, cell cycle, protein enzyme called cyclin, activate kinases. Then 
these kinases activate other target molecules.”  

Cyclin. Kinases. 

Dr. Chen draws a large circle on the chalkboard. I copy the drawing. “Cell 
go through what called checkpoints of cell cycle.” Checkpoints. He places 
an arrow along the circle showing it spinning clockwise. “When cell receive 
key signals, it can start next phase. Sometimes though receives signals that 
prevent it from passing into phase.” He puts three dashes at different parts of 
the circle dividing it into three segments. “These signal allow cell to 
complete previous phase before moving forward. So it kind of akin to 
dominoes that fall in specific order. Only thing is after a few fall, person that 
push dominoes over goes back at certain specific places to check, make sure 
they fell just right before pushing over next set.”  

Dominoes. Even though he studied Greek and Latin, it was still sometimes 
difficult to understand what Dr. Chen was trying to say. 

I’m doing good, I think. This kind of makes sense. It’s like the game Mouse 
Trap. I loved that game. I loved it so much that my mom and I entered 
contests to build Rube Goldberg machines. We had to test every step of the 
contraption. Did the marble roll all the way down the chute and flip the 
switch? Check. Did the fan turn on to fill the sail of the ship? Check. Did the 
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ship make it all the way across the water tank to pop the balloon and drop 
the paper clip? Check. I remember that there was one contest where we had 
to get a dollop to pump from a bottle of hand sanitizer.  

The strange thing about hand sanitizer is that it creates “super bacteria.” It’s 
a great example of natural selection in action. When you use it you kill off 
all the germs that are susceptible to the antibacterial agents, so the ones that 
aren’t susceptible survive and reproduce rapidly because there’s no 
competition for space and food. So every time they divide-  

Dammit. Cell division. Mitosis. Concentrate. 

“Cell spends most of life in cell growth phase or G1 phase. This G1 phase 
when cell going about its normal business, taking care of basic and main 
functions.” Dr. Chen labels the largest segment of the circle G1. I copy the 
letter and number. “So, if cell has done good with all it normal functions and 
has grown enough to divide in half, then key protein stimulate DNA 
replication.” He labels the next segment going clock-wise S and then places 
a box around the next dash mark that cuts through the circle.  

“DNA synthesis checkpoint tell cell that ready for mitosis. However, 
sometimes there random mistakes or mutations, from Latin mutationem 
meaning ‘action of changing’. Mutations occur during replication of DNA.”  

Mutations.  

“Now, there are DNA repair enzyme that check DNA here.” He points at the 
same boxed dash again. Is that paper for Rost due Tuesday or Thursday?  

Shit.  

“Now, if this checkpoint passed, then many bio-molecular mechanisms start 
process of mitosis. If not, and damage too great to be repaired, then cell goes 
through programed cell death called apoptosis.”  

Apoptosis.  

“But, what happens if cell slip through 
checkpoint but wasn’t supposed to?” 
Dr. Chen spurs a tangent off the S 
segment and makes a few erratic 
spirals.  

“The answer is cancer.”  

The ser iousness of h i s face                         
made it apparent he didn’t 
intend the rhyme. 
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Cancer.  

“There many kinds of cancer, but they all start from cell with abnormal cell 
cycle that continue to grow out-of-control instead of dying.” Maybe memes 
are viruses that cause thought-cancer in the brain – in the brrrrr-RANE. The 
more I try to concentrate the more distracted I am with stupid thoughts. 
They just won’t die.  

Focus. 

“These cell become cancer cell because mistake in S phase of cell cycle 
when DNA is damaged. Whether from carcinogen in cigarette smoke to 
even UV radiation from tanning, DNA doesn’t get repaired and cell doesn’t 
go through apoptosis.” I wonder if simple mistakes in typically healthy and 
helpful thoughts can cause redundant disastrous thoughts – when it is poorly 
copied, that is. I wonder what memes are mentally carcinogenic. “Instead, 
cell makes new cell with the same damaged DNA.”  

“Most of the time cancer cell form tumor. Tumor that aren’t cancerous are 
called benign tumor.”  

Benign.  

Wonder what Tabetha is doing right now? Wonder what she is doing 
tonight? I should call her.  

Pay attention. This is important.  

“On other hand when cancer cell metastasizes, Greek for displacement.”  

Metastasis.  

“This when cancer cell use bloodstream or lymphatic vessel to travel to 
another part of body. Then, start growing. These types of cancer cell are 
malignant, Latin for bad born.”  

Malignant.  

I run my highlighter across the graphite. I’ll have to remember that.  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5: HOME FOR THE PARTHENOGENETIC HOLIDAY

“So, if Mary really was a virgin,” I begin as I balance on the step ladder with 
an angel that resembles Marilyn Monroe holding an LED candle, “and with 
your background as a biologist, I mean as an evolutionary biologist and 
geneticist, then how do you make sense of the Virgin Mary having a boy?” 
The ladder sways and the iridescent white dress of the angel misses the 
crown of the pine tree. “And don’t just say it was a miracle because I know 
you don’t think it was that simple.” 

“Maybe some things are just that simple. Be careful, Sweetie,” my mother 
says as I brace myself against one of the higher branches. The needles prick 
my palms and leave a sticky film on my finger tips. 

“Come on, Mom.” I lean forward stretching onto my tip-toes and gritting 
my teeth. “I mean, it flies in the face of genetics. Where did the Y 
chromosome even come from?”  

During meiosis a cell divides twice. Before meiosis the chromosomes are 
doubled to 92. So the first division is just to get the chromosomal number 
back to normal. Two cells with 46 chromosomes each, one set of 23 from 
the mother and the other 23 from the father.  

So when the cell divides again, which is special for sex cells, each new cell 
only gets 23, that is one copy of the DNA, so it’s either the father’s or the 
mother’s genes. Of course, there is crossing-over and independent 
assortment and all so that the genes are shuffled around to make a unique 
recipe – but it is still 23.  

For the sex chromosomes – the X and the Y – they are either all Mother or 
all Father, respectively. The mother always gives off an X because as a 
female she only has XX. It is the male whom determines the sex of the child 
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because he can give off an X or a Y. This is so because a male’s karyotype 
has to be XY. Just think of all those wives King Henry the VIII put to death 
because they didn’t give him a male heir – and all along it was the bastard’s 
own fault. 

Think about it for a second.  

Genetically speaking, even if the Virgin Mary somehow had strange meiosis 
cell divisions that gave her an egg with a full set of her own chromosomes, 
there would still be no way to have a son because she doesn’t have a Y to 
offer to make a male, XY, because she is XX. 

“I mean, the miracle isn’t simple, Mom.” I miss the green crown again, and 
steadying myself shakes the tree so that an ornament my mother just placed 
hits the ground shattering into gold and scarlet pieces. “Sorry. But really, it’s 
a couple miracles. One, meiosis would have to completely screw up to give 
the Jesus egg a full set of chromosomes. And, two, a Y would have to – and 
this is the really magical part – just appear from nothing, completely 
replacing one of the Xs.” I finally land the angel and her dress bulges oddly 
from the needles giving her a hermaphroditic quality.  

By the time I dismount the ladder my mother is already on her knees 
sweeping the broken ornament into her empty hand. “Sweetie, that’s why it 
is a miracle.” She picks up that last large piece and stands. “Because there is 
no physical world explanation for it. That is the definition of a miracle.” 

“How can you say that so easily?” I question. “You were... I mean, you... 
Why did you suggest, even require, that I study biology and genetics if you 
were just going to say that miracles determine the most important events in 
history?”  

“Oh, Sweetie, biology and genetics are important for you to understand who 
and what we all are,” my mom gently says as she caresses my cheek with 
the hand that is not holding the fragments of the fallen orb.  

Know thyself. - Socrates 

“Sorry again about the...,” I apologize as I gesture at her other hand, 
“ornament. I know that you think that understanding biology’s important for 
us, as a species, to know where we came from and who we are and—” 

“Yes, but it is particularly important for you,” my mother softly interrupts as 
she walks away toward the trashcan. “Someday I’ll tell you a story about 
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how special you really are and to understand it all you’ll have to...” She 
takes a deep breath as the shards break in the bottom of the wastebasket. 
“Just… thank you for getting Gabriel on top, and don’t worry about the 
ornament.” 

“What else needs to go on the tree?” I offer, searching the large tub 
containing all the decorations. 

“Could you do the lights, please?” My mother asks pulling a tangled mess of 
cords and small incandescent bulbs from the bottom of the tub. 

“Great,” I say, sarcastically taking the wad of electrical rope from her before 
casually probing for answers. “So what makes me so special?” 

Children, whether it be from a parent, a grandparent, or a teacher, are raised 
to think that they are special, that the unique DNA helix inside each nucleus 
is the best recipe for a human thus far. That every gold star “Outstanding 
Reader” certificate, science fair ribbon, and basketball award are 
justifications for their existence, reaffirming that the planet would stop 
turning if they were not on it.  

That they’ll change the world.  

Even if you’re one in a million, on a planet of 6.8 billion that means there 
are nearly 7,000 people just like you. -David McCullough, Jr. 

As China, India, Africa, contribute significantly to the exponentially 
increasing global population the uniqueness of each individual diminishes. 
And still in this country children are coddled when faced with extreme 
failure. They are celebrated and congratulated for every insignificant and 
mediocre completion of sub-standard expectations. Participation medals. 
Fifth place trophies. 

I wonder if this was the purpose for requiring a chaste Mary – if the virgin 
birth of Christ was the most distinguished award Christianity could give an 
unborn fetus. Still, what if the Hebrew word for “young woman” was 
mistranslated as “virgin” simply because they are very similar spellings? 
What if there was another undeniable gospel that painted a very different 
genesis of the divine savior? What if there was no miracle conception? What 
if Jesus was just like every other newborn? 

“Well, Nathan, you are my miracle.” My mother says breaking my train of 
thought about the possible unremarkable origin of her redeemer. “After 
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adopting you, I realized that there’s more to life than test tubes and genome 
machines.” She lifts another ornament from the packing box with the 
unsettling squeak of thin metal against styrofoam. “I realized that I was 
responsible for giving you a reliable and, as much as possible, a normal 
life.” 

“So wait.” Bouncing the green plastic coated wire like a bobber in a pond to 
loosen a knot of lights and cord. “I’m the reason that you celebrate Jesus’s 
birthday now?” She was thoroughly confusing. 

Looping a hook into the small eyelet of the blue aluminum ball, she pushes 
branches aside to find a bare spot. “You are the reason I turned my back on 
science.”  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6: DRINGA

“Nathan, this is my brother,” Tabetha gestures toward a very thin male with 
a beanie hat over long brown hair. His face is adorned with a stubbly goatee 
that brushes against the Zig-Zag as he licks the edge above shredded grass. 
“Tony, this is Nathan.” Holding the paper and weed hot dog between the 
fingers of his left hand, he raises his right in a handshake smiling.  

I shake his hand, saying, “Your sister has told me a lot about you.” 

“What? That I’m a struggling second year senior with an undefined art and 
philosophy double major,” Tony grins slightly and starts rolling the thin 
paper. “…and finds every excuse to draw out college ‘cause he’s afraid of 
the real world?” 

“You know that don’t sound like me, you kinda sound like, like our father,” 
Tabetha gently slaps him on the back of the head knocking his beanie askew.  

“Nathan, you in on this circle?”  

Laughing as he fixes his beanie, Tony grabs the translucent yellow lighter 
from the table top. I look at the couches arranged in an oblong oval around 
the center coffee table. Lounging on the cushions are about nine other 
people in togas fashioned from tablecloths and bedsheets. Mine is an off 
white, pin-striped curtain, and my head is crowned with fake ivy that I 
bought for the craft store a little earlier. Tabetha’s is hand stitched of teal 
sequin cloth that she tailored days prior to the occasion. 
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“I think that I’ll stick with beer,” I respond raising my half-full blue Solo 
cup.  

“Suit yourself.” Tony finishes twisting the end of the joint and addresses the 
crowd gathered around the couches. “Alright, everyone, get in the circle if 
you want to join this Greek symposium of heightened lucidity. Either that or 
vacate the cushions.” 

“Dat’s our cue.” I recognize the voice from Dr. Rost’s lecture. Just then I 
notice Jeremiah Stubblebrook rise from his seat alongside three other 
football players. “Ya know, if coach finds any of dat stuff ’n our piss we’re 
off da team.”  The seats they leave empty quickly fill. 

“I think I need to get a refill,” I mention to Tabetha after draining my cup. 
“What about you?” 

“Sure,” she replies following me into the kitchen where the keg is positioned 
in a large red trash tub of ice.  As we hit the tile floor we’re greeted with 
tightie-whities blooming from a pastel blue toga. A scrawny, blonde white 
boy is performing a handstand on the edges of the tub while beer is pumped 
from the hose into his inverted body. The gathered crowd continues to count.  

Seventeen. Eighteen. Nineteen… 

“So, this your first house party?” Tabetha says, striking up conversation 
while we wait. 

“Yeah.” My cup pops back out with a crinkling sound as I nervously 
squeeze its ribbed walls.  

Twenty-three. Twenty-four. Twenty-five…  

“When Gregory said that I had to come... Well, let’s just say it’s really hard 
to tell Gregory ,’No.’ Ya know?” 

“Where’s Gregory, by the way?” Tabetha says looking around as though he 
would suddenly appear right over her shoulder like the whispering devil of a 
cartoon character in moral conflict.  

Twenty-seven. Twenty-eight. Twenty-nine… 

Just then the crowd bursts in cheers and laughter. Tabetha and I look up to 
see the blonde boy’s genitals making an appearance though the front 
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opening in his briefs. A large black guy holding up his legs yells, “Let it 
hang! Whooo! Keep going!”  

Thirty-one. Thirty-two. Thirty-three…  

Beer erupts from the blonde boys mouth in a foamy spray. The crowd roars. 
“Thirty-three!” the same black guy announces. Amidst high-fives and pats 
on the back the scrawny blonde gasps for air holding his stomach. The 
crowd then disperses when no one wants to follow up thirty-three seconds. 

After politely pumping the tap for two girls in matching pink togas, Tabetha 
and I fill our cups. 

“There ya guys are.” Gregory appears behind us as I finish topping off my 
drink. “You’ve gotta see this game they’re playing in here.” 

“I really don’t want to play beer pong right now, Gregory.” I brush his hand 
off my shoulder like the pesky little devil he is, tempting me to exuberant 
intoxication.  

“No. This is waaaaay better,” he petitions as we follow him through the 
house holding our full cups above our heads to navigate the dense clusters of 
people without spilling. “It’ll fuck yer brrrrr-RANE!” 

As we weave in and out I hear someone mention to his friend, “I told ‘em a 
minute ago, twenty minutes.” 

We turn the corner to another large room. In the middle is a round table with 
eight occupied chairs. A few people linger around as spectators. Taking our 
place in the audience we see a tall and wobbly Jenga tower.  

A player tests a few bricks and then settling on one removes it from the 
stack. He flips it over and I see written in black ink are small words that I 
can’t make out from where I stand. “Take two.” The player groans and then 
takes two gulps from his beer. The next player selects a block closer to the 
top and just when she gets the brick to break from the center the whole 
tower comes tumbling down. Everyone moans, laughs, and then together 
exclaim what sounds like, “Drin’ ya beer.” For a moment, the poor girl 
hangs her head but then tips her bottled import to the ceiling.  

While she is chugging her beer, a tan-complected male with curly hair 
forcefully asks, “And which sorry bitch-ass-bitch ended up wit the Shot 
Potato?” Fingers point at a tall muscular male with a crewcut who raises a 
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shot glass full of a bright green liquor with disdain. The tan curly headed 
male takes the shot from crewcut. Another, white boy with black horn 
rimmed glasses and freckles takes out a lighter and proceeds to set the shot 
on fire. While the flames lick the air, the freckled boy hands the shot to the 
muscular gentleman. Then, without hesitation, Muscles slams his palm 
down on the rim of the shot class extinguishing the burning fumes before 
throwing the hot alcohol against his tonsils. 

“I’ve got three new players that wanna join,” Gregory announces pushing 
Tabetha and me forward. 

“Wait,” I resist. “What?” Half of the players get up from the table including 
the poor girl that finished the beer and the boy that took the flaming shot. 
“Gregory, we’ve got, like, fifteen minutes left,” I guess. But my refusal falls 
on deaf ears as Tabetha takes a seat in one of the empty chairs. In the end, 
the three of us and one other guy joins the circle.  

“Nathan and Tabetha, this is David,” Gregory says as he points at the 
freckled male with wild spiked hair wearing black horn rimmed glasses. 
Gregory turns his hand over toward the curly headed male with the darker 
completion and an eyebrow ring, “…and…” Gregory pauses, obviously 
trying to remember.  

“Joh.” the curly haired male says. 

“Yo.” I repeat, as if it is a greeting. 

“No, Joh.” he corrects. “Its short for Johan.” 

“Right, Johan” Gregory jumps back in. “They made up this game, what’s it 
called again?”  

“Dringa,” replies Johan. “Welcome. Alright fresh meat, assholes.” He rubs 
his hands. 

“Let’s get it goin’,” David chimes in as he begins stacking the blocks, “ta 
play, ya’ve got yar basic ‘give ‘n take bricks’ and then ya’ve the special rule 
bricks. So, there’re four rule sheets on the table.” I look at the table and 
notice that I’ve set my sweating cup down on a laminated front and back 
sheet that has over two dozen different rule descriptions accompanied with 
cartoon pictures. “They’re all identical so ya can look at any of ‘em ta look 
up the rules ya don’t understand. Questions?” 
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I sit as though I was in Organic Chemistry and the professor was working 
though the Fischer method of producing esters from carboxylic acids: 
Overwhelmed. Lost. Desperately trying to make sense of the rules because I 
know it is going to be on the test. I hand David one of the final bricks and he 
notices my confusion, “Listen, the easiest way ta get it is ta play.” 

“And the great part is,” Johan mentions as a game changing after note, “the 
bitch-ass to knock over the tower wins and is rewarded wit finishing her 
piss-water drink.” He pauses, straightens the tower with is palms, and then 
points at Tabetha, “Alright, madam, if you would, ladies first.”  

Tabetha smiles and pokes a few of the blocks testing the integrity of the new 
structure. She settles on one of the foundational side bricks. Reaching 
around with her other hand, Johan stops her, “You can only use one hand for 
your turn.” Quickly she switches, biting her lip to show the embarrassment 
of her violation of the unknown rule. Removing the brick from the tower she 
holds her breath and then exhales as it comes out in her fingers. 

“Give Four.” she reads from the bottom of the brick. “Umm, okay, I give 
two to Gregory, for inviting us to the game and then,” she pauses drawing 
out the last of her sentence before settling on David and Johan, “one to each 
of the inventors of the game.” The three gentlemen take their drinks as 
David points to me and then in a circle around the room in a clockwise 
fashion. 

“Alright,” I breathe as I reach forward and carefully select a block that is 
across from the one that Tabetha drew. It comes out without much difficulty. 
Looking at the underside of the block I laugh at the picture and then read, 
“Drunky Smerph.” I peruse the laminated sheet for the picture of a little blue 
person that appears to be passed out facedown under his white cap holding a 
spilling bottle of red wine. 
 

Drunky Smerph:  #  Drunky is an affectionate lush and loves it 
when you touch his brick, so every placed or inserted brick must 

first touch Drunky. Any player failing to do so must happily 
drink like Drunky Smerph! 

 

“The ‘T’ stands for ‘tabled’ so everyone can see the rules in play.” David 
adds. 
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I place Drunky Smerph beside the tower. As I take a swig of my beer, I 
notice Johan has started a conversation with a short brunette with a nose 
ring.  

“Yoach.” David shouts. “Yoach!” 

Johan, still talking, glances at the tower. He quickly selects a brick from the 
center and, without hesitation, pushes it clear through to the other side with 
a victorious plop as it lands. In one fluid motion he sweeps the brick up 
from the table and taps the wood against the Drunky Smerph block. "Tower 
of Babble," he states and then adds, “Abortion." Then, without skipping a 
beat, he finishes his sentence for the girl with the nose ring. 
 

The Tower of Babble: ! Choose a topic of discussion. 
Players must babble on endlessly about the chosen topic 
during their turn. If a player is not talking they must be 
drinking. This continues until every player had delivered a 
provocative soliloquy, and the player who picked the topic has 
the final word. 

The girl after him stumbles over her words as she finishes reading the rule. 
"Okay, Umm, Alright.” 

Johan interrupts with a chuckle, “Either get wit the babbling coherently or 
start drinking your piss-water.” 

“Okay,” she begins again as she frantically but gently probes the tower for a 
loose block. “I’m pro-life, think that there’s no really good reason to have an 
abortion…” The tower sways for a moment and she stops pushing on one of 
the higher blocks. “I mean, I hate that girls get abortions ‘cause they’re so 
selfish, thinking that it’ll ruin their future and not even thinking ‘bout the 
future of the child.” She finally settles on a center slot. “Really any type of 
birth control, even preventative, like condoms or the pill or whatever, they 
keep what’s supposed to happen from happening…”  

Pinching a brick that is peaking out of the far side, she wiggles it free. “But, 
there’s definitely no good reason to kill an innocent child with hiccups and 
dreams just ‘cause it’s inconvenient.” She reads, “Take Four. Damn. Oops... 
I mean, God has a plan for even the unborn and,” Finishing her turn by 
placing the brick, she rotates toward the olive green toga on her right, “that’s 
it.” 
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David waves his pointer finger at her in an upward motion, “You forgot, 
Drunky Smerph.” The girl frowns and then swallows a gulp from her Solo 
cup. 

In the background someone announces, “Ten minutes.” 

“Well, I think that it’s actually interesting that you choose the term pro-life 
for your argument,” the guy in the olive green toga sets down his beer and 
licks his finger against a block he obviously had his eye on. “…because it 
could’ve just as easily been called anti-choice.” At first the attempt is 
unsuccessful. “Just as pro-choice is actually anti-life.” Suddenly, the block 
spins out like a swaying door that holds on to the tower at the hinge. “The 
stances are actually carefully labeled with rhetoric to portray the position as 
a fundamental freedom.” He plucks the block from the hinge point saying, 
“Whore-ax, I hold this one right?”  

“That’s what the little hand holding an ‘H’ means.” David clarifies. 

Scanning the rule sheet I find the title, Whore-ax next to an mustached 
orange fur ball with huge boobs and multiple symbols. 

 Whore-ax: #  #  The Whore-ax may deal a drink for every brick 
placed or inserted.             

 As the Whore-ax, you speak for the trees;  
though your unkempt jungle has STDs. 

                     This Whore-ax brick is held not lifted;  
in tugging on bricks all know she’s gifted. 

         But from now on if a brick is placed on top,  
deal one and tell them stop means stop.  

“I mean, no one really wants to say they are anti-choice or pro-death.” The 
boy in the olive green toga holds it up a second pausing to finish his 
statement before sliding the brick on to the tower. “But if the sides were 
actually honest then both sides would have to admit that they are denying 
one right by protecting another.” 

The next player is a brutish boy with frosted tips in his hair. He simply 
raises his glass with his pinky completely extended and utters, “It’s fucking 
murder.” Then tipping his cup up against his open lips, he takes his whole 
turn while drinking from testing blocks to drumming on Drunky Smerph. He 
takes a small breath to say, “Give Three, Greg.” Gregory takes three drink as 
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the boy with frosted tips finishes his drink and drops the brick next to the 
others. We all laugh at his boldness. 

Gregory lowers his cup from his mouth and asks rhetorically, “Is it me now? 
Of course. So what I think’s really interesting is how the use of the term 
“life” when referring to a fetus has changed over the years.” Gregory 
touches the bricks as though he’s reading Braille that will tell him if they are 
ready to be removed. “It seems that with each new advance in science, just 
like with a lot of others, the terms for the ethics change.” He opens his eyes 
in apparent realization that his last statement made little sense, and his 
pointer finger and thumb squeeze a side brick from the ends.  

“For example, Aristotle and even the Catholic church until the 16th century 
endorsed abortion ‘cause the fetus was not alive or, how did they say it? 
Formed…, or not formed until forty days after conception. Something like 
that…” He slips the brick out of the tower, it bends slightly to the vacant 
spot, and then rights itself. “Whoa, well, forty if it was a male and ninety if 
it was a female. Sorry ladies.” Gregory holds the brick in front of 
his eyes and dramatically squints to read, “The Bird.” I look 
down at the rule sheet and find the picture of a big yellow bird 
holding a yard glass. 

The Bird: !  All players may use both hands to remove bricks 
– but only the middle fingers of those hands. 

Tabetha pokes me, asking, “How much longer?” 

I look around the room for a clock and in finding one respond, 
“Six minutes.” 

“Anyway…” Gregory double taps the block to Drunky Smerph. “Now a lot 
of faiths say that the single cell and its genes are worthy of full rights of life. 
But without advancements in the science that they ridicule for being 
godless, these faiths would still be counting the days from fertilization to 
justify feticide.” To punctuate his conclusion the brick makes a small smack 
as it comes to rest on top of the tower. Gregory spins to his right and 
motions from David to the tower, welcoming David to his turn. 

David stands, repositions his glasses, and begins his turn by saying, “This 
discussion’d be incomplete without raisin’ the Donohue-Levitt hypothesis.” 
Everyone except Johan looks around at each other as he pauses for effect. 
“Good. In the United States between 1992 and 1995 the crime rate dropped 
significantly.” Holding out his middle finger to push an obviously loose 
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center block, he continues, “The kids that were most likely goin’ ta commit 
crimes are males that are between the ages of 18 ’n 24.” He lifts the block 
from the other side of the table balanced between the middle fingers of both 
hands. The brick wiggles a little as he turns it over to read the underside, 
“The Layer Cake.”  

The Layer Cake: ! When this brick is drawn from the tower, 
count how many layers it sat from ground zero. Dish out the 
layers as drinks to each player. Let them drink cake! 

Raising the brick to the top he starts counting with head nods up from the 
bottom of the tower. “Eight,” he confirms out loud, “Everyone drink eight, 
cha!” Then, with a stark realization on his face he slowly lowers the brick to 
touch Drunky Smerph. As we all clink our plastic cups together and begin 
drinking David starts making the awkward journey back to the top of the 
tower and continues, “Donohue and Levitt were suggestin' the unwanted 
children that were aborted after it was legalized in 1973 led ta the crime rate 
fallin’ off 18 years later. Just ‘cause those undesired boys weren’t there ta 
commit crimes and stuff.” Then checking his wrist watch he smiles and 
concludes, “And with two minutes ta spare.” 

“I guess it is me now,” Tabetha mutters as she points at the tower with a 
middle finger extended. “So, I think that girls – a woman – should be able to 
say what happens to her body.” She scans the tower with her eyes for a 
moment while saying, “I mean, I read something that you can think of it as 
though you were kinda spinning like a big wheel every time you slept with 
someone.” Tabetha prods a brick unsuccessfully, “And randomly you just 
fall through this trap door and get kidnapped and hooked up to this 
violinist,” she sniffles, “and he kinda needs your kidney’s to get rid of this 
poison in his blood and the music community won’t let you unhook him 
because he is kinda important to music and—” Tabetha stops suddenly and 
throws her face into her hands. “I’m sorry.” She states before excusing 
herself from the table and heading outside to the balcony. 

“Tabetha,” I call out as I leave the game chasing her out the door. “Wait.” 

As I exit someone shouts, “One minute.” 

“Tabetha,” I say catching up with her and holding the sides of her upper 
arms as she leans against the brick facade, “What’s going on? Are you 
okay?” 
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“Nathan,” she responds to my touch and removes her hands from her face 
streaked with tears. She chokes back a small sob and after a few breaths 
admits, “I just… that’s why I’m so hesitant to be intimate.” 

“Why? Because you are afraid of getting pregnant?” I question still holding 
her by her shoulders. Inside the whole house has started counting down from 
ten. Nine. Eight. 

“No, because I had one. Because I had to have one.” She starts crying again. 
Six. Five. “I just can’t risk it again, I still think about it. At night I just lay 
there and—” Another tear wells in the corner of her eye. Three.  

I gently brush aside the few strands of hair that have fallen in front of her 
face. Two. Leaning in, I press my lips against hers, and she presses back. 
One. While, inside togas are congratulating each other on surviving another 
year, I stand locked in our first kiss in the first seconds following midnight. 
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7: BIOETHICS 3200: GMO AND BVO

“So,  me  and  David  and  Johan  have  been  talking,  ya  know –  ‘bout  the 
game,” Gregory whispers with his hand over his mouth, as though he is 
scratching the shadow of his mustache.  He’s deeply involved in creating 
new rules for Dringa and made it his personal goal to introduce everyone to 
his debaucherous  twist on the wooden tower. 

“We’re thinking about the episode at New Years,” he continues in a  quiet 
but serious tone. 

“What episode?” I say a bit confused, childishly imitating Gregory’s hush-
hush.

“Come on, the abortion thing and yer girlfriend,” Gregory says just loud 
enough  to  interrupt  the  attention  of  a  few  students  around  us  listening 
closely as the teaching assistant recapped the lecture from Tuesday. 

Twenty-five  of  us  sit  in  a  room  obviously  designed  for  small  group 
discussion.  But the furniture is gridlocked in the same lecture-style seating 
as every other room on campus. The long tables built for people to sit face-
to-face are butted up against  the walls --   glorified countertops with just 
enough  room to  pack  three  chairs  on  one  side  facing  a  chalkboard  and 
lectern. 

While we whisper, the other obedient students offer dirty looks and cold 
shoulders in-between desperately scribbling whatever scientific magic words 
they thought were important. 

It  seems to  be the exact  response Gregory wanted.  His  slight  smile  that 
wrinkles the corner of his mouth into a dimple tells all. 
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I stare at him, lips pursed, suggesting my curiosity towards the immorality 
they’ve dreamed up while at the same time cautioning him – considering my 
relationship with his muse. 

He continues widening his eyes with excitement, “So we’re calling it The 
Hanger.”  I  roll  my eyes and shake my head,  looking away,  palming my 
forehead. 

“What!?” Gregory huffs out a laugh. “I didn’t realize taking this class would 
cause ya to lose what was left of yer sense of humor.” A girl in front of us 
with crimped brown hair turns and shushes Gregory. 

Gregory convinced me to enroll in the same bioethics course he was taking. 
As was expected, it’s a required course for biology majors, though Gregory 
sees it  as  much more:  a  research and development opportunity to gather 
controversial  topics  which  would  assist  in  authoring  new  rules  that 
challenge the moral fiber of players. 

Dringa… I  really  wasn’t  expecting  this  topic  until  later  in  the  semester 
considering  abortion  is  in  week  eleven  on  the  syllabus.  Still,  it  seems 
Gregory quickly did his homework after guessing Tabetha’s secret.

“I’m  just  too  close  to  this  one,  to  this  rule,”  I  confess  with  tight  lips 
concealed by the Mountain Dew I just opened. I swallow, replace the cap, 
and finish my thought as I place the green plastic bottle on the floor between 
Gregory and I. “I mean how do I act sympathetic to her past if I’m allowing 
my friends to write up rules...” I trail off as I raise my head noticing the 
teaching assistant is now paused and looking at Gregory and me.

“Is there something you would like to add to the discussion on genetically 
modified organisms?” she says taking a seat at the edge of the front table.

“No,” I admit, lifting my pencil from my notebook ready to write down the 
next few feminist insights into the ethically bankrupt use of GMOs. “Sorry.”

“Nathan,  really!?”  Gregory  questions  my  submissive  recoil  into  grade 
school mannerisms. “If I could,” he asks raising his finger to stall her, “I’ve 
got a question.”

“Well,  it  will  be interesting to hear what is so important that it  is  worth 
interrupting the discussion the rest of the class was having,” the TA critiques 
sarcastically.

“I’d hardly call this class a discussion,” Gregory whispers under his breath, 
motioning to the TA positioned behind the lectern. He then addresses the 
TA, “So since last week we’ve been focused on the food industry, and—”
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“I’m happy that you at least know the focus of the readings, considering you 
talk through all the lectures and discussions,” she snaps.

“Fair  enough,  but  let  me  characterize  the  discussions.  Yer  position  is 
obviously  aligned,  at  least  partially,  with  the  required  reading  of  Peter 
Singer: that if we knew where our food came from we’d eat differently. An 
extension of glass-walled slaughterhouses proposition, if ya will.” Gregory 
offers  an open hand to allow for  correction from the TA. “But  ya favor 
suggested readings like Skinny Bitch. I mean, this advocates for veganism 
founded on ethical and dietary reasons.” 

“Well,” one of her animal-liberation sorority disciples chimes in, “The book 
talks about other things, like, the dangers of artificial sweeteners and, like, 
those other things.”

“I’m happy to hear that ya made it through chapter three,” Gregory says 
dismissing the thin blonde. “Yes, they voice concerns of Aspartame in Sweet 
’n Low metabolizing in the body as formaldehyde and Splenda containing 
arsenic. But my point is animals are being used to—” 

“That the animals are not put here to be used or even eaten by humans.” One 
of the thin blonde’s sorority sisters speaks out in her defense. “I mean, we 
have a bunch of cows and chickens and pigs and even fish, all are perfectly 
sentient  beings,  and they are being fattened up on corn just  to be killed 
really cruelly just because you want a hamburger.”

“And,  ju  know,  corn  ain’t  even  part  of  deir  normal  diet,  mang,”  says  a 
heavy-set  hispanic  guy  who’s  also  in  my  lab  section  of  Introduction  to 
Biological Systems. “Cause cows, dey evolved to eat grass and feedin’ ‘em 
corn jus’ to make ‘em fat makes det one kind of bacteria grow. The one det’s 
in our stomachs but it evolves to... I forgot de name of it, mang.”  He snaps 
his fingers and looks up.

“E. coli 0157H7,” the TA offers in her infinite wisdom.

“Yeah,” Snappy jumps back in with rekindled fervor. “and since ju ‘ave all 
dis corn det de government’s subsidizing, mang, ju make high-fructose corn 
syrup and ju put it in really cheap soda. I means, I’ve got de early onset 
diabetes right now... probably ‘cause dere were soda machines in my high 
school, mang.”

With  a  guilty  cough  that  shoves  the  carbonation  into  my  upper  nasal 
passages, I pull my lips from my yellow high-fructose beverage. The whole 
class turns and stares at me.
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“Your right,” the TA interrupts saving me from the visual stoning, “I don’t 
think people know what’s in their sodas. I think that the companies withhold 
this information to prey on our ignorance.” She then crucifies me instead: 
“In citrus sodas, like Nathan’s Mountain Dew, there is a chemical used to 
keep the citrus flavor in suspension within the bottle.  Now, normally the 
different densities of soda would separate—” 

“Like,  when we poured vegetable  oil,  rubbing alcohol,  and water  into  a 
beaker in my third grade science class,” a redhead with an abundance of 
freckles interjects. She smiles in remembrance. “We dyed the alcohol purple 
and the water blue. Oh, and dish soap was a big surprise. I wonder where 
Mountain Dew would go?” she concludes, encouraging the TA to further 
expound upon the question.

“It would be interesting.” the TA pushes. “The chemical is marked right on 
the bottle. Nathan read the last ingredient on the label.”

I read aloud, “Brominated vegetable oil.”

“BVO!”  one  of  the  s  bio-chem majors  exclaim.  “That’s  flame-retardant. 
They put that in soda?!” 

“So, it is a vegetable oil but it has special properties of the bromine to make 
the citrus interact with water,” the TA continues. “In 1997, a man went to the 
ER complaining of headaches and forgetting things and being tired and not 
being coordinated. It got worse and worse, and then he couldn’t walk. The 
doctors didn’t have a clue until the blood results came back and he had tons 
of bromide in his body. They found out that he had been drinking like two or 
even four liters of Mountain Dew every day. Cases like this prove BVO is 
harmful  to your health.” Gregory makes a tick mark in the cover of  his 
notebook.

“What happened to the guy?” the bio-chem major asks.

“He only recovered because they put him on dialysis. So Pepsi Co. claims 
that the concentrations in a serving of Mountain Dew are not enough to be a 
concern,  but  they’re  airing  commercials  that  show college  students  with 
arms full of 2 liters and party size bags of Doritos preparing for an all-night 
marathon of the latest first person shooter.”  The TA uses air-quotes when 
she says  first person shooter to signify that she knows her enemy by name.

She takes a quick breath before plunging into another conspiracy sermon. “I 
mean consider the obvious connection between the video game industry and 
the  intentional  marketing of  unhealthy products  that  make you fat.”  She 
writes Video Games and quickly circles it on the blackboard. “They share a 
common interest in creating children that are too fat and lazy to go outside. 
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It’s been scientifically proven that sugary beverages and dense food make 
you less likely to engage in physical activities.” Gregory makes another tick 
mark.  “Instead,  they  sit  in  front  of  the  television  with  cheese-encrusted 
fingers, rotating joysticks as their only form of exercise. Think about how 
this breeds complacency with the injustices in—”

“Good god!” Gregory breathes out  heavily toward me.  “Anyway,  so she 
would be given a bottle of beer and required to finish it in the next three 
turns. Then, if she can’t, she has to drink for two the rest of the game.”

“What?” I sharply hiss. “The TA?”

“The brick,” Gregory taps the table. “The Hanger brick.”

“Oh, right. But a bottle of beer won’t be a problem for most people. I mean, 
three turns, that’s a lot of time.”

The TA is now on to developing a parallel between how violent video games 
actually serve to train and desensitize the poor and unscholarly for jobs in 
the military. “Research into behavioral sciences has proven again and again 
that frequent engagement in video game violence results in apathy to the 
suffering of others.” Another tick mark. The irony she suggests is that all of 
the aggression, rebellion, and fight for freedom that should be geared toward 
the  repressive  and  lying  government  are  actually  satisfied  through 
vicariously killing digital bad guys. Therefore, there is no need to take real 
action because you’ve already virtually righted the social injustices.

“No,” Gregory corrects, “it’d be a baby bottle with a slow flow nipple. A 
whole beer through a tiny hole. The inverse beer bong.”

“I see we have lost you again, Greg!” the TA announces.

“Well, ya strayed from my point without actually addressing my concern. 
So, excuse me, but my attention turned to exploring those solutions in a 
thought experiment with Nathan,” Gregory lies.

“Alright,”  the  TA brushes  her  hands  free  of  chalk.  She  has  scrawled  a 
concept map of corporate mind-control through diet and repetitive imagery 
on television. “What was your point? You have the floor,” she offers, but 
Gregory and I know it is about her end-of-semester student evaluations.

“So yer position rests on a diet comprised of meat and animal by-products, 
GMOs, BVO, and Aspartame is advocated by our FDA and USDA but in 
reality research suggests that—” Gregory tries to introduce his argument.
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“Science has proven that it is just plain bad to eat this way. Not just for your 
health  but  the  way  that  it  hurts  the  environment,  the  economy,  lives  of 
animals… It is simply wrong,” she firmly states with such conviction that 
the sorority sisters scribble the declaration in their matching pink binders. 
Gregory makes another tick mark.

Gregory snickers then outright laughs.

“I would love to hear what you think is so humorous about destroying the 
planet, creating national debt, increased occurrences of diabetes and heart 
disease, and the suffering of millions of animals,” she states staring coldly 
through Gregory.

He shakes his head and smiles so condescendingly wide that if the TA were 
a middle school teacher he would already be in the office. 

I nudge Gregory. “Alright” Gregory catches his breath as all eyes stare. “So, 
it really is an is/ought distinction.” 

He adjusts his notebook and drops his pen on the cover. 

“Premise One: Science is empirical, right?” He stresses the ‘is’ so much it 
seems like he’s straining his voice to make it clear. “Science can tell us how 
the  world  was,  but  who cares.  The  power  of  science  is  that  it  helps  ya 
predict  the  future.  In  science  to  prove something means  for  all  of  time. 
Forever -- even in the future. But ya can’t prove anything forever. Thank 
you, Hume, for yer problem of induction. I mean, we never really sample 
the  future,  because  when we sample  it,  boom,  it’s  the  present  and then, 
boom, the past.”

“But  predictin’ de  future  based  on  de  past  has  always  worked,  mang.” 
Snappy comments.

“Yeah, in the past,” Gregory counters. “Look, it’s circular. In the past, ya 
were able to predict the future based on the past. But those predictions are in 
the past  now too.  Yer locked in using induction to justify induction.  Yer 
suggestion, like Mill’s, is entirely circular.”  

“What the fuck, Gregory?!” I mutter.

The  TA opens  her  mouth  and  Gregory  holds  up  his  pointer  finger.  Still 
exerting her control, she simply concedes, “I’ll grant that Hume’s problem 
of induction creates difficulties in our pursuit of knowledge, but Hume is not 
the end-all. Continue.”
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“Ya can’t get around it no matter how hard Popper’s falsification  or Kuhn’s 
paradigms try. Ya just live yer life because otherwise ya’d go crazy.”

“No one knows what you’re talking about, man.” I whisper.

“Premise Two: Ethics ought to be a discussion about what we should do 
when moral philosophies get complicated or outright conflict.” The ‘ought’ 
gets the same strain as the ‘is’ from before. “I mean science is, by definition, 
not  in  the business  of  making ‘ought’ claims.  That’s  the purpose behind 
having a  Bioethics course like this. Sure scientists have opinions but those 
are personal beliefs and have no basis in science.” 

“Like how evolution is controversial,” the crimped hair brunette offers.

“Not really. See, evolution is only socially controversial,” Gregory corrects. 
“Within accepted science, evolution’s the unifying concept in biology. It’s 
Christian fundamentalism in this  country that  finds it  controversial.  Real 
scientists don’t debate if evolution is real.  They might bicker over details, 
like punctuated equilibrium or gradualism, but they don’t need evidence to 
support  evolution because all   the research is  evidence--  like how every 
thing that falls is evidence for gravity.  No one ever says, we need more 
evidence for the law of gravity.” 

“But evolution ain’t no law, it’s just a theory. Ya can’t prove evolution...” a 
short black girl comments.

“But  remember  Premise  One,  science  can’t  prove  anything  anyway.  In 
science we are honest with the limits of empiricism in making predictions 
about the future based on the past.  Laws aren’t proven in science either. 
Laws and theories are just supported with evidence. And all that evidence 
points  to  evolution.  Actually,  evolution  is  kind  of  like  a  law  because 
scientific laws are just generalizations. Evolution is just a general statement 
that change occurs. It is Darwin’s natural selection piece that is the theory. 
Natural selection explains the generalization.”

“But ya don’t know if it be true or not.” she replies. 

“We can use these laws and theories even it they aren’t absolutely true, I 
mean  pragmatically  -  because  it’s  useful  knowledge.  But  science,  itself, 
can’t tell us how to use useful knowledge.”

“Why not,  ain’t  it  science!”  a  overly  tanned bimbo  with  bleach blonde 
highlights scuffs.

“Alright, take the high fructose corn syrup from earlier. Monsanto produces 
Bt-corn which uses  a  gene taken from a  strain  of  bacteria  that  makes  a 
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specific natural pesticide.” Gregory encloses the fingers from his left hand 
around  his  right  fist.  “This  toxin  ruptures  the  guts  of  the  destructive 
predators.”  Gregory  explodes  the  fingers  from  his  balled  hands.  “The 
caterpillars that are not susceptible to the Bt toxin survive and reproduce – 
natural selection. That’s all science: how things ‘is.’ But it takes ethics to 
figure out what we ‘ought’ to do with that knowledge.” 

“Farmers who refuse to plant refuge areas in their fields because they don’t 
understand or accept evolution are denying the ‘is’ or at least disregarding 
useful  knowledge.  They  might  be  letting  the  ethical  ‘ought’ of  religion 
pollute the descriptive claims in science.  The caterpillar populations will 
evolve resistance to the Bt-toxin. The scientific reality is that evolution is 
occurring every moment.”

“Farmers  who  refuse  to  plant  refuge  areas  in  their  fields  might  not  be 
considering that using Bt-corn may increase profits at the cost of the natural 
ecosystem. They might be letting the scientific ‘is’ that GMOs don’t mutate 
our own DNA pollute the prescriptive stances in ethics.   Should we even be 
using Bt-corn at all? The ethical subjectivity is that it’s all who you listen 
to.”

“Monsanto is just evil,” a snarky Indian comments.

“People hate Monsanto and fear GMOs mostly because of media attention,” 
Gregory explains. “But think about the alternative: either (a) ya have corn 
with caterpillars which won’t sell at Wal-Mart; b) ya have to go around and 
apply toxin to each ear of corn with a dropper which takes time, and time 
means a higher price tag; or c) ya just accept that GMOs are everywhere. 
This leads us to premise three.”

“Greg, we need to move on so this is your last premise.”

“Premise Three: It may be the age of information, but the art of persuasion 
still carries the day. In that, there are two types of people: People who are 
ignorant  of  how science works,  so  they make stupid scientific claims to 
make their position seem more logical and powerful. I mean, people just 
trust science more than other stuff.  And  there are some people who are 
intentionally ignoring scientific research that makes them look bad. So the 
second type of people trick the first type of people into buying their lies. 

“Greg  is  right,  for  a  change.  Greedy  corporations  line  the  pockets  of 
scientists to misguide the consumers so they make unhealthy irresponsible 
choices because society worships clinically proven lies that-”

“Well,  you’ve said ‘prove’ six times just  this  class  to make your ethical 
‘ought’ statements appear more powerful.”
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“He actually counted.” I point at his notebook. 

“And  the  research  that  is  used  in  this  class  to  condemn  GMO,  BVO, 
aspartame, and so on was all conducted on animals in labs. Rats and pigs 
have been injected and fattened and dissected to show that that chemicals 
you warn us of are, actually, harmful to our health.”

The TA crosses her arms and leans her dark blue shirt  against  the white 
writing on the blackboard.

“Therefore, you overextend and misrepresent science to make your vegan 
agenda feel more powerful than an ethical opinion. And you prey on our 
ignorance of how you get all these facts about why chemicals in Nathan’s 
soda ought not to be used. You are the oppressive power in this class that 
spews propaganda to a captive audience. It’s not simply to discredit you, but 
to de-vilify those you damn. You’re no better than those companies you rail 
against...”

Gregory stares intently at the TA and slightly tilting his head lets a smirk 
grow on his face.

The class turns from Gregory and focuses on the TA.

“Well,  well...”  she  stammers,  “I  have…  it  is  good  that  you  have  been 
thinking about these issues so in-depth. It is valuable to question authority 
and give, um, things for you all to, uh, discuss. And my point is...” You can 
almost hear her mind clicking as the reader attempts to locate the lost file 
named retort.

“—that, yes, multiple sides to an argument and, sure, even this one about the 
complexities  of  GMOs is  like that  of  teaching moral  issues around,  um, 
ethics." She stutters and stammers in nonsense. "And more importantly, yes, 
you should think about how,” She points to the rambling concept map that 
now seems  chaotic  compared  to  Gregory’s  clearly  demarcated  premises. 
“And those that… Good, okay, we’ll meet next week. So, have those ideas, 
yeah.” 

The students confused and doubtful of their freedom cautiously stand. They 
walk slowly to the exit as if an army abandoning their commander that’s 
bleeding to death because she broke formation.

“I almost feel bad for her,” I confess.

“Please,  Nathan.  Grow some balls,  dude.  Ya read  that  Slaughterhouse-V 
yet?” Gregory shoves his notebook into his backpack. 
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“No.” I hang my head.

“At  the  end  there’s  a  picture  of  a  locket  that  says,  “God  grant  me  the 
serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to change the things I 
can, and wisdom always to tell the difference.” I mean, some people aren’t 
worth your time.” He shakes his head as though the thoughts of guilt were 
simply annoying gnats.  

“They’re so wrapped up in listening to themselves they won’t budge on their 
beliefs.  But  there  are  some that  just  a  little  nudge makes  them question 
everything. You need to figure out which won’t budge and which to nudge. 
You won’t get anything done if you don’t start pushing back, and when you 
find an immovable object, ditch it.”

“Anyway, the rule would read at the end, the lesson to be learned is that ya 
should have him pull out quicker next time. What ya think?”

“I still think it’s a bit much.” I scratch the back of my head as I catch the 
door. “Calling it The Hanger, is...”

“See ya next week,” Gregory calls back to the TA. She continues to erase 
the board quietly. Gregory turns to me. “The point is to be as inappropriate 
and offensive as possible, so the game itself serves as the most evil conduit 
for modern youth.  Turn the crazy drunken college parties into the important 
discussions  we  don’t  get  to  have  in  class.  Then  people  will  discuss  it, 
Socrates will receive his pound of flesh, and all of man’s collective opinions 
will look benign.”

“I guess.” Sometimes Gregory’s explanations were so confusing it was best 
just to let it do and move on. ” I finish the last of my beverage. 

Gregory calmly snatches my wrist.  “We should start  integrating some of 
these ethical complications into Dringa. Ya don’t want to have memory-loss 
and be infertile.”

“But I thought...?” I ask confused.

“I may disagree with the way she built her arguments,” Gregory opens his 
hand, “but her conclusions might give us longer lives, more time to affect 
the world --  is it effect or affect?”

“I think you mean infect,” I clarify.

Gregory smiles.
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8: OF MICE AND EPIGENETICS

The mice retreat to the corner of the discolored plastic tub that is about the 
size of a shoebox, scrabbling over one another to evade my descending hand 
wrapped in blue latex. The wire cage lid sits on the black countertop as the 
glass water dispenser leaks into a puddle that looks like a Rorschach ink 
blot. Huddled together, they keep trying to get to the center of the pack to 
escape after being poked and prodded the day before by another lab section. 
I finally catch one by its flickering tail and raise it to the white basket sitting 
on the digital scale.

“11.6 grams,” I tell my lab group as they transcribe the number into the table 
on page 84 of the manual.

The mouse holds onto the mesh of the plastic basket as I lift him by the tail 
again to one of the other six plastic tubs. His little hand looks almost human, 
but it appears to only have four fingers. There is no thumb, making his grip 
limited.

I grab the basket, pull it free from his little claws, and he sways helplessly, 
twisting until he drops into  the tub.

“Hey, do me a favor,” I ask the short redhead that’s in our group. It is the 
tenth  week  of  lab  and  still  I  can’t  remember  the  names  of  my  group 
members.  “Could  you  look  at  the  mouse  anatomy  in  the  back  of  the 
manual?”

“What am I lookin’ for?” she flips to the back of the book.
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“I want to know about the bones in the mouse hand.” I place the wire lid on 
the tub and the mouse immediately  poops himself.  “I  remember reading 
online that Disney saved millions of dollars drawing Mickey Mouse with 
only four digits. I never thought they might’ve actually been anatomically 
accurate.”

“Looks like, yeah, there is a ‘pollux’, like a thumb, but it it doesn’t, like, 
make it all the way out. It’s sorta like a nub. Look.” She points at the page.

The bones look like those pictures of homologous traits in organisms that’s 
used as evidence of  evolution. A mouse paw, a bat wing, a lizard claw, a 
bird wing, a human hand, a dolphin fin, a horse hoof and so on, all lined up 
with  the  bones 
identified  with 
letters.   All  this  to 
show  that  the  
arrangement  of  the 
humorous(ö),  the 
radius(s)  and 
u l n a ( a ) ,  t h e 
carpals(h)  and 
metacarpals(m), the 
phalanges(f)   are 
maintained in each 
organism.  This 
shows  that  the 
same  internal 
s t r u c t u r e  i s 
preserved.

Another  diagram  
presented  as 
support  that  a 
common  ancestor 
had  the  bone 
structure  for  a 
“hand”  that  gave  rise  to  all  the  “hands”  in  the  world.  That  a  fish  like 
Tiktaalik  set  the  stage  for  us  to  have  opposable  thumbs  to  carefully  
administer shots with syringes in the plastic beaker… It was incredible. 

There are multiple homologous traits but the hand is the most popular. The 
prefix “homo” simply means “same” or “equal” in Greek, like homosexual. 

I  think about  the  Greek houses  shouting “Homo!” at  the  rushes.  I  think 
about how homophobia translated is actually, “fear of equality”-- fear that 
gays and lesbians have equal rights of marriage. 
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I  think of  how “homo” in  Homo sapien  is  actually  Latin  for  “man,”  so 
homophobia translated another way is “fear of man”-- that real men might 
love  another  man  like  how Socrates  suggested  male  lovers  offered   the 
highest form of intellectual love. 

Thank you, Dr. Chen, for endless root word references.

Homologous  structures  are  in  contrast  to  analogous  structures  that  show 
convergent  evolution.  That’s  when  different  initial  structures  eventually 
develop solutions to the same problem. For example, a butterfly wing and a 
birds wing. Both serve the function of flight but the internal structure, and 
therefore origin, is radically different.

“I don’t think he looks like a Mickey.” the redhead comments peering into 
the plastic tub through miniature metal bars. “Maybe Mr. Jingles, because he 
looks like he’s in a little prison.”

“Ju  know,  both  were  originally  called  Steamboat  Willie,”  Snappy,  the 
overweight hispanic guy from my Bioethics course, offers in reference to 
Stephen King. After Gregory’s little speech that put the feminist TA in her 
place, Snappy has sought me out as a partner in required lectures and labs. 
I’ve never really bothered to learn his real name.

“I don’t know,” I comment. “We might have to pay Disney royalties if we 
use that name.”

Gregory has been researching copyrights extensively considering Dringa is 
laced  with  references  to  material  that  might  border  on  infringement. 
Tiptoeing alongside public domain is actually dancing ballet with the devil. 
Without  the  Copyright  Term  Extension  Act  of  1998,  or  Mickey  Mouse 
Protection Act, the cartoon rodent would have entered the public domain 
years  ago.  But  now,  thanks  to  the  United  States  government  bending to 
Disney’s relentless lobbying, the long-dead Walt Disney has the copyright 
extended into 2023. 

David,  Johan,  and  Gregory  decided  the  best  way  to  combat  this  never-
ending  safeguard  of  public  icons  is  to  address  it  head  on  with  a  rule 
embedded in Dringa itself.

The Mouse: � Hotdog! Copyright a word or phrase, or even 
an act – like the word drink or the act of smiling. If any other 
player says or performs copyrighted material, they drink. Suck 
it, public domain!
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As folklore, fairy tales, and classical literature enter public domain, Mickey 
snatches them up in his greedy little four-fingered paw and makes millions  
upon millions of dollars: movie revenues, merchandising, and amusement 
park attractions. 

New corporate copyrights on old public domain.

“What  if  we  used  Benjy  or  Frankie?”  I  offer  as  more  obscure  cultural 
references.

“I like Benjy. “What do you think, ________________?” the taller girl asks 
the redhead. generic girl’s name

“Sure, lil’ Benjy.”

“So what’s the next step in the protocol?” I ask Snappy.

“Well,  ju  calculate  de  amount  of  pentobarbital  based on its  weight.”  He 
grabs a calculator.

“Make sure you get it right. The TA says it’s poison. It’ll kill Benjy if we do 
too much,” the redhead cautions.

“It’s  what  dey  use  for  lethal  injection.  Johan  Paul  Franklin  was  de  first 
prisoner to die of a single injection of de stuff. Dey even did it in this state. 
Aye, Nathan, ju read de capital punishment articles for class? It’s good stuff, 
mang.”

“Not yet.” I had, but I really didn’t feel like entertaining Snappy’s opinions 
while I was trying to prepare to inject Benjy with a potentially lethal drug. 
Often times I wonder if Snappy would ever finish his turn if he drew the 
Tower of Babble brick. I had learned quickly in lab, he is an immovable 
object, so I stopped pushing.

“Ju know, I tink dat it’s jus’ like people needs to make up  deir minds ‘bout 
if  deir  gonna be utilitarians or be paternalists or be…” he snaps his fingers 
a few times as he searches for the word. Snap. Snap. “…or be retributionists. 
Ju know, how much more it costs to put someone to death, mang? It’s like 
gotta be-“

“Sorry. I’m going to go watch the TA demonstrate how to hold the mouse.” I 
back away from Snappy.

“Sure, mang. Maybe later.”
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The TA demonstrates the proper way to hold the mouse, the proper way to 
pull  the  pentobarbital  into  the  barrel  of  the  syringe  without  getting  air 
bubbles, the proper way to insert the needle for the intraparitoneal injection. 
He  makes  it  look  so  simple  that  I  walk  back  to  my  group  with  great 
confidence that everything is going to go without a hitch.

I come from behind Benjy and push his nose between the bars of the wire 
cage lid. The skin from the back of his neck gathers around his mouth, like 
he is a squirrel. Pulling Benjy’s skin back to tighten his little cheeks into two 
tooth  smile,  I  chuckle  at  his  goofy  expression.   He  almost  looks  like  a 
cartoon mouse. Rotating my hand over, I immobilize the tail and breathe. 
“That was easy,” I comment and take the syringe from Snappy. Just then 
Benjy twists and his two little teeth snap at my finger. “Whoa!”

Awkwardly, I quickly hand the open needle back to Snappy.

“I don’t think you have him tight enough,” the redhead says. Benjy is still 
twisting in-between my index finger and thumb. I  pinch harder trying to 
draw extra loose skin long my fingertips. Benjy wiggles and I drop him onto 
the metal cage lid. Pushing harder and pulling back faster results only in 
three more failed attempts  to  immobilize  his  head.  The redhead and her 
friend keep cringing and turning away which only makes my hands shake 
more. On the fourth attempt, Benjy bites my finger and tears a little hole in 
the end of the glove. 

“Oww, fuck!” I mutter surprised.

With my finger showing little pricks of blood I gather as much skin as I can 
as Benjy squeaks. I  take the syringe and plunge it  into Benjy’s stomach. 
Benjy twists in shock and a little pool of clear liquid gathers on the fur of his 
belly. 

“Ju know, I’ll don’t tink it all went in, mang.”

“Then you should’ve done it.” I drop Benjy into the tub. My heart pounds in 
my chest as I’m sure Benjy’s is.

“Aye, I didn’t mean anything… jus’… ju tink he’s gonna go to sleep?”

“Well,  we’ll  know in 20 minutes.” I peel the gloves from my hands and 
throw them on the countertop. 

“I got it,”  the redhead says picking up the gloves. “Go get a bandaid.” 

The next twenty minutes are spent watching Benjy wander aimlessly around 
the little tub like he is drunk.
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“I tink it’s loco dat dey’re still buyin' dese kinds of tubs.” Snappy breaks the 
silence holding up the plastic. “Nay, jus’ probably got ‘em used from some 
research lab on campus.”

“Why?” the redhead asks inviting Snappy to share his insights.

“Ju  see  how it’s  all  yellow and  a  lil’ cracked  over  here.  Dat  means  its 
leaching BPA real bad.”

“Like BPA Free baby bottles?” asks the other, taller, girl. “What’s the big 
deal with that anyway?”

“Dey’ve  been  researching  with  mice  for’eva.  And  a  scientist  on  dis 
campus…” Snap. Snap. “vom Saal, I tink. He started lookin’ at about how 
de plastics they’re using over and over again were makin’ de results all loco, 
mang. So dey found out dat  BPA was gettin’ out  of  de cages and water 
bottles. Even with neutral pH at room temperature, and it made de cohunes 
in de guy mice all small and stuff.” 

“Didn’t they ban it or something?” asks the redhead.

“Not really, ju see, de companies changed, ‘cause parents were worried, ju 
know, so dey could still sell de stuff. And all dis old shatter-resistant plastic 
dat we still use, its the BPA dat makes it not break..”

“So why’s it cracked then?”  the other, taller, one asks.

“After dey use it for a long time, it gets old and den it really starts lettin’ out 
the BPA. Ju should look at de numbers on everything, mang. All plastics 
leech stuff out. Some’s better dan others. Like PET in soda bottles; n’ HDPE 
in milk jugs; ‘n LDPE in de bags at the store, even bread and fruit; ’n PP in 
the orange bottles for pills, dose are de good ones but dey still leech stuff 
like, what’s it called” Snap. Snap. “…estrogenetic chemicals, dat’s makin’ 
us all chicas, ju know.”

I breathe. I’m sure that if Snappy played Dringa, he could babble forever 
about this shit. Snapping and saying “mang” until the tower, itself, toppled 
from boredom.
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“Ju know, most of dese plastic tubs are probably polysulfone, like number 
seven, the other stuff.” Pointing at the redheads fast food cup. “But ju’ve got 
a styrofoam cup of coffee dat’s number…” Snap. Snap. “Six, dat’s da worst 
with heat. Or maybe its PVC dat is da worst, ju know, dere’s still old PVC 
pipes dat give us water and stuff. Plastics are like loco, mang. Dat’s why I 
got me a glass bottle, so dat I can —”

“I gotta piss,” I announce to excuse myself because there is no end in sight.

Even though I really didn’t need to but I had to get out of there. I actually 
wash my hands for the recommended 20 seconds. Normally, I just wipe my 
hands on the seat of my pants like every other man, but I am wearing khakis. 
So, I use the hand-dyer instead. As I rub my hands under the forced air I see 
a small spot of wetness grow to the size of a quarter on the front of my 
pants.  “Shit,” I think. “It looks like I pissed my pants.” Which I kind of did. 
You don’t want to play with yourself in the public restroom, but if you don’t 
shake it enough you get dribble-dick. 

I try to dry it under the hand-dryer. That is until another person from lab 
interrupts  the  awkward  swaying  of  my crotch  back-and-forth  like  I  was 
humping a warm endless fart. I decide that I’d have to wait until it dries on 
it’s own. I don’t really want to spend 20 minutes in the men’s room, but 
more importantly I don’t want to listen to Snappy talk about plastic. 

I wander the building a bit, killing time. Down at the end of the west hall is 
the  Herpetology  Wing.  I’m  impressed  at  the  floor-to-ceiling  walls  of 
terrariums. As I take my time looking at the snakes, turtles, and lizards, I 
think about the lecture that accompanies this lab. 

Really the lecture and lab have nothing to do with each other at all. The 
three different professors individually teach whatever they want in lecture, 
and we are stuck following a lab manual written by a professor that’s retired. 
I  sit  at  lab  benches  and  learn  about  the  endocrine  system,  while  in  the 
auditorium we are learning about evidence of evolution.

Looking through the glass at an iguana, I think, It’s ‘loco’ that reptiles like 
these became birds and mammals. I’ve been listening to Snappy so long my 
thoughts are in Spanish. Language memes. 

When most people hear dinosaurs and birds in the same sentence they think 
of  pterodactyls.  But  pterodactyl  wings  have  a  very  different  internal 
structure than a bird wing. Homologies. On the pterodactyl, the pinky digit 
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is really the long bone that makes the wing. The other fingers are at the top-
middle of the wing for climbing. 
What really gave rise to the birds was something like archaeopteryx.  Its 
wing is a lot like modern birds with the long humorous(ö) and long radius(s) 
and ulna(a) making up the wing. The phalanges(f) or finger bones, like the 
pinky, are little nubs at the end. 

Other smaller dinosaurs that didn’t take to the sky had babies that were just 
a  little  better  at  hunting at  night.  Baby after  baby,  ever  so slowly,  these 
dinosaur populations adapted into nocturnal predators. 

Without the sun, these dinosaurs lost real color vision because evolution in 
the dark favored rod cells over cone cells. 

Without the sun, they stayed small to hide while they slept. 

Without the sun, it got cold at night so thick fur coats became an adaptive 
advantage.

But they still had to carry all that hair during the hot day, so they evolved 
glands  that  released  water,  which  removes  heat  from  the  body  as  it 
evaporates. These new water producing glands became helpful for hydrating 
their young. Sweat glands eventually evolved to become mammary glands, 
as in mammals. These furry color-blind sweat sucking dinosaurs were the 
precursors to cows, cats, bears, humans, mice — Benjy. 
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I suddenly become aware of the time.

I look down at the side of my zipper. The wet spot was almost gone.

“Where de fuck were ju?”

“Sorry, got wrapped up in looking at the snakes on my way back.”

“Well, Benjy did fall asleep,” the redhead comments.

“And all the other groups have taken the blood and stuck their mice with 
insulin,” the taller one says snidely. 

Benjy is laying on his back between two of the fingers of a blue latex glove 
filled with warm water. “What’s this?”

“De warm water in de glove keeps the blood vessels wide, ‘cause they get 
smaller in de cold room.”

“Riiiiiiight. Whatever. So where do we draw the blood from?” I ask as I slip 
on another pair of latex gloves over my fingers.

“The manual says to use the needle to puncture the caudal vein in the tail, 
and then milk the vein to get a small drop of blood,” the taller one reads.

I’m  surprised  by  how  easy  Benjy  is  to  work  with  now  that  he  is 
unconscious.  I  poke  the  tail  and  a  small  drop  of  blood  forms.  The 
overzealous  redhead  wipes  the  edge  of  the  diabetes  test  strip  along  the 
length of the tail smearing the blood across Benjy’s skin. The little digital 
readout says “Error.”

“No, ju have to touch de tip of de strip to de blood drop and de well will fill 
automatically.”  I  should  have  assigned  Snappy  the  diabetes  testing 
considering his condition. As a result, I spend the next three minutes milking 
the tail to get a very small drop but it works.

“94” reads Snappy.

“Now, when we shoot him up with insulin will it go up or down?” asks the 
redhead.

“Up” says the taller one with affirmation as Snappy shakes his head and 
points his finger down behind the redhead. “I mean, down, yeah, down.”
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The insulin injection goes perfect while Benjy sleeps even though Snappy is 
already starting another bioethics conversation in the background. It sounds 
like muffed Telemundo, as though I was holding a pillow over his face.

“How do you already know all that?” questions the redhead.

“Look at me, mang! I’ve had de diabetes since I was nine. Mi familia was 
poor growin’ up, ju know. I was raised on fast food and Coke.  We ordered 
Dollar Menu fountain sodas and  cheeseburgers ‘cause it was cheaper dan 
juice and salads. Me and mi hermanos, we all got de diabetes.”

 “I  thought  it  was  just  de  sugar,  de…” Snap.  Snap.  “High-fructose  corn 
syrup. Den I learned ‘bout de BPA stuff, mang. I couldn’t give up soda, tried 
but,  ju know...  so I  stopped drinking Coke out of plastic bottles.  But,  ju 
know what, plastic soda bottles ain’t got de BPA in ‘em. But de use BPA to 
line the inside of the cans I was drinkin’ to avoid plastic. Deir sneaky.”

“Good  god.”  I  finally 
let  out,  “What  does 
BPA even  have  to  do 
with obesity at all?”

“Ju know, Nate, dey did 
research  on  mice, 
mang.  Dey  exposed 
pregnant  mice  to  BPA 
and  deir  babies  dat 
should’ve  been  black 
turned  out  yellow  and 
fat.  Dere’s  dis  agouti 
gene  dat  gets,”  Snap. 
Snap.  “methylated  on 
de DNA and switches it 
off,  mang.  Dey call  it  epigenetics.  Ju  know,  like  above the  genome and 
stuff.”

“We’re doing gene regulation in genetics lecture,”  the redhead explains. 
“Hmmm, I didn’t think lab had anything to do with lecture.”

“I don’t think they planned this connection in the curriculum,” I state.

“It’s loco, mang. America’s getting fatter and fatter, dey hand ju a reciept at 
McDonalds. Ju know what, dey use BPA to coat de paper, mang. Ju eatin’ de 
most fattenin’ food on de planet and just before you stuff french fries in jur 
mouth, ju got that film of DNA methylation on jur fingertips turning off 
genes and,” Snap. Snap. Snap. “Ju grow titties and look like dis.” Snappy 
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stands up and presents his body like a prize for some lucky game show 
contestant.

The following fifteen minutes of waiting for Benjy’s blood sugar to drop 
finds me looking through the homework for  the lab.  More than half  the 
questions can be answered from the reading. It seems like you don’t even 
have to do the lab at all. It seems that these labs are entirely designed to 
confirm a well documented physiological phenomenon.

“Nate.” Snap. Snap.

“What?”

“Ju wanna, stick Benjy again?”

I milk Benjy’s tail for blood. 

Poor Benjy and the five other mice, all restrained and stabbed, all stuck and 
bled, all tortured so that freshman can “experience” something the manual 
explicitly tells them without the investigation. I think about how what the 
Bioethics TA would say. 

“78,” the taller girl reads off the glucose meter.

“Glucagon  should  make  his  sugar  levels  go  back  up,  right?”  asks  the 
redhead.

I mean, doing research on mice to discover what levels of BVO is toxic 
advances medicine or answers curious questions. Benjy’s suffering seems a 
pointless verification exercise. I stab Benjy with the unnecessary glucagon.

Another twenty minutes to go. Snappy attempts to impress the girls with his 
knowledge about epigenetics as he points out figures in his textbook.

“Ju see, DNA is a double helix, like a twisted ladder, but zoom out and it 
looks like a estrand. Der are des things called histones that the DNA estrand 
is wrapped ‘round. So DNA de code for all de proteins in yer body, right? 
Not jus’ de protein meat in your muscles. But like receptors so ju can smell, 
and like enzymes that digest, and like matrixes that make bones, ju know.” 

“So  to  make  des 
proteins,  ju  gotta 
read  de  code.  So 
de  DNA needs  to 
be  opened  up  so 
little  proteins 
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rewrite  it  as  RNA, dey call  dat  transcription.  Den eventually  other  little 
proteins use it like a recipe to make other proteins, dey call dat translation. 
Dat’s the central dogma of biology, ju know.”

“What the methylation in epigenetics does it, like, pulls the histones together 
like closing a cookbook. Ju can’t  rewrite it as RNA recipe card and then ju 
can’t make de protein like a cake. Ju can’t cook from a closed cookbook. 
And,” Snap. Snap. “the gene is silenced.”

I zone out.

“Nate.” SNAP! SNAP!

“What!?”

“I tink Benjy is waking up.”

Benjy  is  twitching  on  the  blue  latex  glove  as  though  he  is  running  for 
freedom.

“Ju  wanna  just  stick  Benjy  for  de  last  time?  I  mean  everybody  else  is 
finishin’ up, we’ll just get de number and be done.”

“Goddamnit,” I mutter.

Benjy jerks as I pick him up. The scab on his tail comes off but it is dry. I 
need a fresh hole.  The needle barely punctures the skin and Benjy leaps 
from my hands onto the table.  Both girls  squeal,  and the class  becomes 
aware of the loose mouse scurrying around.

Snappy, in the chaos of Benjy running around the table, dumps the syringes 
out of the plastic beaker. He repeatedly stomps the mouth of the beaker on 
the table to trap Benjy inside. The girls cringe. Benjy squeaks.

Then, nothing.

I look down at the back of Benjy, his shoulders sticking out of the inverted 
beaker. Benjy’s head trapped inside the beaker. It looks like the sticker from 
Layer  Cake.  Snappy  looks  at  me,  horrified  at  his  poor  decision.  Poor 
Snappy. Poor Marie Antoinette. Poor Benjy.

The TA comes over to assess the damage.

“Now, he’ll never be set free,” the taller girl whines to the class.

“What do they do with the mice?” asks another guy from another group.
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“Well,” the TA pauses, “The Herpetology Wing is just down the hall. So...”

“Oh…” the other guy huffs.

“Leonardo!” the redhead cried out. “You killed Benjy.”

Snappy’s name is Lennie.

The irony. 
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41: MAILING LIST

“Goddamn!” I huff, lifting the cardboard file box from the floor to heave it 
up on top of the stack of four other ones. I’m reminded of picking up books 
with Gregory on my first day at the university. 

A lot has changed in these last four years.

I check the post-it in my hand. The adhesive on the back is covered in lint 
and hair from my pocket. I take the Sharpie out from behind my ear and 
cross off the first item on the list.

1. Find 31546

The release form says he went to San Antonio with a Dr. Mark Hansen. I 
remove the fresh stack of post-its from my back pocket.  I carefully press 
new ink into the yellow paper.

1. Search Hansen - San Antonio

Sliding the stack back into the wallet pocket of my jeans, I read the next 
thing on the list. Efficiency is key when your cells are a ticking time bomb.

Wandering through the  maze of  boxes  in  the  room behind the  giraffe,  I 
search for one of my cousins. I repeat the number over and over again in my 
head.  56423.  56423.  I  find  her  back  in  the  corner,  exposed  only  by  an 
emptiness due to last week’s mailings.

Pulling seven of the boxes that contain her life from the floor, I move them 
one-by-one  into  my  now  hollow  room.  The  giraffe  is  completely  gone, 
replaced by a carefully cut door so that I can move the boxes.

The last few post-its have been sending me to the post office to mail the past 
to different, unsuspecting 22 year-olds. 

An early midlife crisis in cardboard filing boxes.
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One’s midlife crisis  is  relative to  their  life  expectancy,  and,  as Gregory 
would no doubt note, the predictive power and reliability of such estimates.

What  would you do if  you suddenly knew you were actually something 
special? That you were made for something more? That you were born to 
save the world? 

The last of my college tuition money, the government loans, are going into 
postage. Paper is heavy. That’s the cost of realizing that you are something 
unique but not one of a kind. 

Freak clones.

2. Prepare 56423

I take out the stack of post-its and write.

2. Mail 56423

Suddenly, I hear the air conditioner kick on-- or was it the refrigerator. My 
room never had a window unit, and the kitchen is across the living room at 
the other end of the house. Slowly, I realize that the sound is coming from 
inside the room behind the giraffe.

I follow the sound to a stack of boxes I have yet to dig into. I quickly start 
removing them. 

One by one, closer and closer. I feel as though a newfound purpose waits 
just behind the wall of boxes.

Then,  there it  sits,  humming and beckoning me to its  revelation:  a  deep 
freeze with a padlock holding down the lid. I remove the last few boxes 
from  the  top.  After  feverishly  digging  my  mother’s  keyring  out  of  my 
pocket, I start trying out unfamiliar keys. 

One by one, closer and closer. I feel the latch give, and I throw open the lid.

Inside are test  tubes secured in styrofoam like Christmas ornaments.  I’m 
reminded  of  decorating  the  tree.  It’s  Christmas.  Mom is  still  giving  me 
presents  in  a  wintery 
wonderland.  And  each 
vial  has  a  label,  like 
packages from Santa. 

T-193.
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This is going to be my gift to the world. This is going to be the part of me 
that lives on indefinitely. This is going to force us to look at the present 
wrapped in snowmen paper, and finally let go of Christmas past. 

More powerful than a song. More powerful than a book. More powerful 
than dying on a cross. 

This  is  salvation  you  can’t 
escape.  This  is  a  paradigm 
shift that lets you see the duck 
and  rabbit  simultaneously. 
This  is  the  ticking  clock 
attached  to  a  stick  of 
dynamite at the foundation of 
your ivory tower.

Project  Real  Horror-show  Double-think  Anti-Soma  Tralfamadorian 
Mayhem.

I think of Jonas Salk. The only way to be more selfless was to unleash the 
polio vaccine upon the world with no one knowing it was you. I read he 
hated the fame. It’s the price you pay for not charging for a cure. 

This is the cure for ignorance. This is biological warfare on philistinism. 
This is leveling the playing field so evolution can weed out the weak. 

This is what I was made for.

I cross something off my list that has been hanging, forever unfinished.

3. Find Purpose

I write on the stack of post-its from my back pocket.

3. Gift T-193

I tear off the new list. I tuck the yellow square of paper into an envelope. I 
scrawl one of the addresses I know doesn’t actually exist. 

It will have to wait until the US postal service returns my letter Address 
Non-existent. Return to sender. Right now it’s time to visit Maryanne. 

4. Visit Maryanne
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9: THE ECHIDNA BROTHERS

“Nathan,” Gregory calls out across the room. “Gimme a vegetable.”

I’m on the top bunk of the tiered bed in my dorm room staring into the 
screen of my laptop. “Hold on,” I say.

“You should join us,” David invites, waving his hand as though beckoning 
me from the towering mattress. “We’re conductin’ vital research. I’m sure 
it’d be great ta put in your report.” 

I finish writing the sentence for the introduction. 

This review showcases these strategies outlined in the work of David Buss 
and colleagues.

“Butternut Squash,” I reply.

“Perfect,” Johan comments as they snicker and there is a quick clicking of a 
keyboard. “Replace rabbit wit butternut squash.” 

There  is  a  short  pause  and  I  slip  in  the  first  few sentences  of  the  next 
paragraph. 

The  social  sciences  describe  human  interactions  between 
males and females as culture-bound. This explanation of male-
female relationships claims that individuals prefer mates based 
simply on the attractiveness the other members of their culture 
placed  on  those  attributes.  People  from  one  culture  could 
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determine  that  certain  traits  were  desirable,  and  another 
culture might determine the exact  opposite.  So,  long slender 
necks might have been considered sexy in Europe during the 
Renaissance,  but might not be as sexy as petite feet  in Asia 
during the Ming Dynasty.

My train of thought is interrupted by David. “Click on that one.” The three 
of them erupt into laughter. “Nathan, you’ve gotta see this.”

“No time,” I respond. “This is due midnight tonight.” 

“Dr. Chen’s one of yer smartest professors,” Gregory comments, “but I’d 
fire the dumb-fuck that keeps giving him the writing intensive courses.”

I return to the report.

The human sexual-strategy suggested by Buss et al. says that 
mating  behavior  relies  on  reproductive  methods  being 
evolutionarily  advantageous…  The  members  of  previous 
generations exhibiting these traits survived longer, and, more 
importantly,  had more offspring… Therefore,  they passed on 
the genes that made them that way. (1994)

The trio  bursts  into  another  round  of  snickers  at  another  clip.  “Name a 
strange object,” Gregory requests between giggles.

After a moment of silence, he clarifies, “Nathan!” I lose my train of thought 
and look up for a moment raking the folds of my brain. “Huh? Ummmm… a 
roll of quarters.”

“And a hair color?”

I think about poor Benjy. I think about how he never had a chance to survive 
long enough to reproduce. I think about the tears my lab partners shed over 
him, “Red.”

Evolution has no sympathy. Evolution has no remorse. Evolution predicts 
nothing - especially plastic beaker guillotines.

“Brilliant!” exclaims Johan as he types feverishly. I return to  typing  and 
hear them only distantly in the background. 

“This one has like 800,000 views and it was posted yesterday.” David says 
tapping  the  glass  screen.  There’s  a  short  pause.  “Oh  well,  so  while  the 
progress bar is fillin’ I was wantin’ ta share an idea I had. So, you know how 
we’re adding choices and D-20 ta Dringa? Well I  was thinkin’ we could 
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include some really risky situations that made people choose. That is, like, 
more than just bein’ told by the brick what ta do.”

“Why, whatever did ya have in mind?” Gregory asks with a hint of evil. I 
imagined  him rubbing  his  hands  at  the  suggestion  to  improve  upon  his 
legacy.

Males and females have different reproductive strategies. In all 
animals males and females differ because the amount of time 
each  will  invest  in  the  offspring  is  unequal.  Especially  in 
mammals, like humans, the amount of investment is skewed to 
the female. Like humans, other mammalian females offer milk 
and can raise young independent of male aid. Monogamy is not 
widespread in the animal kingdom.

“Well, I was thinkin’ of a kind of like how a few months ago the president 
commented that we are being numb to school shootings. Well, you would 
have a brick that the player hav’ ta vote ta either do Gun Show or Gun 
Control.”

“So, like, Gun Control would be, like if ya had sensible gun laws,” Gregory 
clarifies.

“Yeah,” David confirms. “So, for example, you deal me three drinks, and if I 
can counter-roll with one or two on a six-sided die, then I defend myself 
without excessive force.”

“Then Gregory would have to take them instead.”

Likewise,  human  males  and  females  diverge  in  what  they 
desire from sexual and social interactions. These interactions 
can  be  divided  into  instances  of  casual  sex  and  committed 
relationships.

“Yeah, but for Gun Show, if  someone can deal like five drinks they can 
instead break out the D-20,” David exclaims.

Gregory chimes in,“…and ya’d have to make it so that it has more than one 
target.” 

“Shit,” David jumps back in. “it’s a spree.” 

“Maybe if you you deal what was rolled on the D-20’” Johan takes the floor 
and continues.  “To the as many players as on the six-sider.”

“Ouch,” Gregory winces. “wait, sometimes ya play only four players.” 
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“Then they should be careful if fewer than six are playing, Tex.” Johan 
pretends to thumb his imaginary cowboy hat. “The dealer might be in the 
sights as well. Really, most shooters don’t expect to make it out of the 
building.” Johan comments as the others nod in agreement the completely 
logical conclusion.

“Call it Routine Carnage.” I blurt out unable to escape the rule creation.

I hear a man over Johan’s speakers say, “And now, ladies and gentlemen, let 
me show you how to make ten dollars disappear.” The three of them cackle. 
I type quickly amidst the laughter that I’ve learned to treat as  white noise.

To begin, consider female investment and its challenges. Like 
men,  women  can  either  have  short-term  or  long-term 
arrangements. Women that engage in causal sex, including one 
night stands, look for specific characteristics of the man. Where 
as  the  same  female  would  look  for  different  characteristics 
when looking to marry or other long-term relationships.

“And now I will make them magically reappear,” the magician on Johan’s 
computer claims. “One by one – by one, by one!” At first it sounds like a 
series of cheap skates dropping loose coins into a Salvation Army red kettle. 
Then,  suddenly,  it  sounds like someone hit  the triple double wild cherry 
jackpot.

“Holy shit,” David announces. “She’s an arcade token machine! Nathan, you 
have ta see this.” I pause from writing long enough to fake interest. “Who’s 
the magician’s assistant?”

“Her name is...” Johan starts. They all continue snickering uncontrollably 
for a few seconds. I take the chance to push the paper a bit further. 

There  are  two  major  short-term  challenges  that  will  be 
considered in this section. First, to engage in short term mating 
females look for immediate resources… In other animals, these 
immediate  resources  provide  nourishment  to  feed  the  fetus 
during  pregnancy… For  women today  these  might  be  fruity 
alcoholic  beverages and fancy dinners… so,  the money men 
spend  on  appletinis  and  lobster  tail  might  help  them  mate 
because the female is recognizing the immediate resources. The 
larger the bar tab the longer the female stays and the higher 
likelihood the male will be able to copulate…
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…this  might  also  offer  explanations  of  the  risks  females 
initially  took  when  engaging  in  more  traditional  forms  of 
prostitution.  Females  that  engage in  sex  for  monetary gains 
may simply be gathering the financial  resources to invest  in 
future children.

“Her name’s Penny Slots,” David finishes. “And she’s the star of a whole 
series of these.”

This social behavior likens to nuptial gifts of some insects. 
Male katydids produce a protein and water sack that they offer 
to  a  female.  This  gift  is  a  vital  resource  for  the  female, 
nourishment to feed the babies that will be placed inside her. 
The  larger  the  sack  of  protein-water,  the  longer  the  female 
hangs around and the longer the male has to inseminate.

“They’re  all  done  wit  different  denominations  of  coins,”  Johan  says 
scrolling in the window. “...and you never get  a good at  her --  only her 
stuff.”

Gregory,  David,  and Johan continue to explore the new found wealth of 
content. Erupting into clapping and enthusiasm like the laugh tracks of dead 
people that are still part of sitcoms. My brain wanders to think about the 
implications of reruns of old television comedies on determining who gets 
the  last  laugh.  I  pull  on  my face  from eyebrows to  chin  to  refocus  my 
widening eyes on the screen in front of me. 

Second, females look for high quality genes, as in scouting 
out  the  strongest  and  “hottest”  male  in  the  club…  Theses 
strategies  are  used  because,  genetically,  her  male  offspring 
might have these traits too… These traits could increase her 
son’s  survival  –  so  he  can  live  long  enough  to  give  her 
grandchildren…  Or  her  son  might  be  “hot”  enough  that 
another  female  will  mate  with  him for  the  same reason she 
mated  with  his  father…Hopefully,  her  sons  will  be  sexy  to 
future females, as his father was to his mother. Subsequently, 
her  son  may  have  more  intercourse  himself,  leading  to 
increased grandchildren…

“Look! There’s ten dollars in nickels,” an excited Gregory exclaims. “Ya 
should click on that one.”

“It’s titled Director’s Cut. I dunno if I wanna know what that means.”
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Johan taps the screen. “That comment says,  ‘MUST see! :)  3:24 - JUST 
GROSS!!!’ This is the one!”

  Insects offer another example of this how this female choice 
can drive evolution…. Sexual  selection in  stalk-eye flies  has 
become a classic example of how females can produce traits 
that are so exaggerated that it can even be a handicap. The 
handicap is coupled with sexiness... If a male can survive with 
really  long  eye 
stalks,  then  his 
other genes must 
b e  r e a l l y 
favorable  in  the 
environment  to 
make up for it.
 

…as  research 
by Wilkinson and 
Reillo  showed, 
this  selection  is 
genetically based 
and  not  learned. 
If  females  are 
g e n e t i c a l l y 
programed  to 
select short-term mates with sexy traits then her daughters will 
also be genetically programed to pick those sexy traits. This 
leads  to  run-away  sexual  selection  which  can  produce 
ridiculous phenotypes like the stalk-eye flies…

After laughter and moans, I peek over at the other computer. The magician 
looks into his top hat as though he were a homeless violinist assessing the 
collection of coins he earned in the subway. 

He counts. “Ten, twenty, thirty—”

On the other  hand,  females  that  are concerned with long-
term mating, including marriage, desire males that are quite 
different.  Females  appear  to  favor  a  male  that  more  evenly 
distributes or shares the responsibility of raising the children. 
The  three  major  considerations  females  make  when 
considering  long-term  mating  are:  1)  favorable  genes,  2) 
protection from aggressive males, and 3) good parenting skills. 

“—eighty, ninety, six dollars...,” the magician continues. 
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“Just  fast  forward ta  the three minute mark,” David requests  waving his 
hands in an impatient manner.

Gregory voices his opinion, “No, ya should be patient. This is gonna be too 
awesome. The anticipation makes it so much better.”

First,  similar  to  short-term  mating  strategies,  identifying 
favorable genes offers the same benefits. These benefits are not 
limited  to  sexiness  but  extend  to  preservation  of  genetic 
diversity  and viability… Females  have been shown to  select 
mates  that  are  genetically  different  from  themselves.  In  a 
classic study by Wedekind, males were given t-shirts to sleep in 
without deodorant,  cologne, or washing. Afterwards, females 
were given the shirts in identical boxes and asked to rate them 
based  solely  on  preference  of  smell.  The  major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes were used to compare 
the males and females. Overwhelmingly, females selected for 
MHC genes that were unlike their own…

“2:45! Come on!” David strokes the top of the monitor.

“—ninety, ninety-five. Nine ninety-five” the magician states a bit confused.  
He looks around for a moment. “…and not a nickel more!” The magician 
stacks the last nickel beside the top hat on the table. 

“What?!” a distressed female voice sounds from the speakers. “Count ‘em 
again!”

Her voice sounds oddly familiar.

“I guess we lost one, honey,” the magician recoils and smiles up into the 
camera. He had wanted to make it look intentional but Penny was clearly far 
too amatuer to improv the scene and take care of things off camera.

“We should probably get her to the ER,” a voice off screen states.

“You have to get it out!” the female panics. “I can’t go to the hospital. How 
do you explain this? No! You have to fix this shit!”

Second, females must weigh a cost-benefit of a male being 
strong and powerful. The benefit is that strong and powerful 
males can offer protection from other males that are aggressive 
and dangerous… Consider men that fight for the honor of their 
girlfriends and how it is represented in movie and comic book 
heroes who rescue the maiden in distress from the evil brute. 
The cost is that a strong and powerful male might himself be a 
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brute  that  is  just  bigger  and  more  aggressive  than  other 
brutes… The foregoing offers an explanation of females being 
attracted to powerful men and rape not being about sex but 
rather power. The question this presents is whether the female 
choice is invariably a careful balancing act between safety and 
violence.

“Take a deep breath,”a new person requests of Penny. “Are you ready?”

I finally look over, and between the back of David and Johan's heads I see 
the  panicked face  of  the  actual  redhead from my Bio 1500 lab.  I  never 
learned her real name.

I'll never be able to look at her again without seeing that face. 

Whore horror.

A  sudden  loud  packing  sound  makes  the  speakers  crackle  followed 
immediately with the sound of a large whoopee cushion being abruptly sat 
on by a morbidly obese man. Her soft voice whimpers and groans.

“Oh my god!” David shouts. An impressed but equally disgusted Gregory 
huffs, “Sick.”

The softest ping skips across a tile floor and then rings as the coin comes to 
a rest. Another voice off set groans and utters “Uhhhhh… Owww, Jesus, edit 
that!” And the deed was done.

“That... was.... awesome!” Johan praises.

“Alright,  I’m gonna be done with this thread. Can we move on?” David 
demands. 

“Wait, we have to close wit the comment.” Johan pauses.

“Imagine  how much  more  interesting  this  would  be  if  humans  still  had 
opposable  thumbs  on  their  feet.”  Johan  closes  the  comment  with, 
“#bonobochimps #gohomeevolutionyouredrunk.”

Availability of resources might also play a role in the social 
interactions between males and females based on strength and 
power…  Consider  the  closest  relatives  of  humans, 
chimpanzees. There are two chimpanzees in the world today, 
the common chimpanzee – the one most often seen in movies – 
and Bonobo chimps…
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Contrary to the movies, in the wild, common chimpanzees are 
a very violent hominid… The social hierarchy of males and the 
harems  of  females  seem  to  lack  food  abundance  where  the 
troop lives.  Females are hindered with complete  care of  the 
infant  and  therefore  spend  a  majority  of  time  gathering  the 
scraps left by males. Subsequently, little time is available for 
leisure and building relationships between males and females 
resulting in dominance, violence, and forced copulations…

In comparison, Bonobo chimpanzees live in areas where food 
is abundant, allowing for leisure and more personal relations. 
Bonobo  troop  dynamics  center  on  sex…  Bonobo’s  even 
participate  in  face-to-face  positions,  mutual  masturbation, 
fellatio,  homosexual  pressuring,  as  well  as  other  inventive 
methods of intercourse with the addition of opposable thumbs 
on  their  feet… Therefore,  males  that  offer  an  abundance  of 
resources and leisure, without the stress of financial instability, 
may communicate a less violent family dynamic fit for raising 
offspring...

…at least under the present socio-cultural paradigm.

“What’s  the  next  sentence?”  David  asks  flipping  the  pages  in  the  spiral 
notebook they started collecting.

Bored with common recommended searches suggested by the top search 
engines, Johan, Gregory, and David have started playing Mad Libs. They 
create a generic but suggestive sentence with specific target words and ask 
random people that are not invested in the sentence to fill in the gaps. 

“Nathan, give me a strange animal,” Johan requests. Due to my focus on the 
paper, I resign to fill the role tonight.

“Platypus,” I offer after a moment of thought away from the paper. “…and a 
number.” Quickly, I respond, “four,” and then return to writing.

Third, financial instability has been correlated with divorce, 
showing  that  the  inability  of  the  father  to  provide  for  his 
children  can  and  does  lead  to  failed  marriages… However, 
parental care of the father extends beyond economic support. 
Buss  et  al.  have  shown  overwhelmingly  that  females  place 
more emphasis on monetary resources… and also place more 
significance  on  social  status  and  ambition-industriousness. 
Women not only want men with money, but men that have the 
dreams and drive to be someone important and influential… If 
any  genetic  component  of  that  desire  to  make  something  of 
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himself existed then it would be selected for and passed onto 
future generations.

“No hits for platypus.”

“The stupid-ass search engine suggests monotreme? What is wit that?”

“A monotreme’s a mammal that lays eggs, like yer duck billed platypus or, 
the other one, um, spiny anteater, but it has another weird name,” Gregory 
clarifies. 

“It’s lookin’ like the number four ‘n this word: eh-china-day has a lot of 
hits,” David points out. 

“Yeah, that’s the other name. I think it’s pronounced e-kid-nah,” Gregory 
continues to explain.

“Alright,” Johan says intrigued, “Let’s see. What is the deal wit the Echidna 
Brothers?” 

The concerns of men can also be divided into short-term and 
long-term  mating  strategies.  Short-term  mating  is  more 
important for men because it reduces the amount of parental 
care  needed.  This  allows  for  additional  mating  with  other 
females  and increases  the  number  of  offspring,  but  also  the 
viability  of  different  genetic  combinations  with  different 
mothers...  Men report desiring more sexual partners with an 
average of 18. Women report only desiring between 4 to 5.

I  glance over  where  my three  friends  sit  glued to  the  screen.  Four  men 
wearing only  different  wild  shaped ski  hats.  The labels  of  the  hats  read 
“Mental.”  I  guess  that’s  the  brand  name.  The  colors  remind  me  of  the 
teenage  mutant  ninja  turtles,  but  they’re  far  from  references  to  Master 
Splinter’s students. 

There is a thin white guy wearing a stocking cap with blue dreadlocks, a 
small  Asian  with  three  orange  felt  spikes  coming  out  of  its  forehead,  a 
chunky Mexican with the fuzz of a purple beanie peeking out from under a 
cowboy hat, and a huge black guy in a hat with pointy red horns that look 
slicked backward.

There’s one girl dressed in a skirt that looks like it is made out of green 
feathers. She has all the features of a professional for the industry. Her full 
lips shine with lipstick. Her eyes are outlined in makeup that gives her that 
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youthful,  wide-eyed Anime look.  Even her  enhanced bust  and wide hips 
give her a perfect Sailor Moon hour-glass shape.

Since,  evolutionarily,  men  are  primarily  programmed  to 
reduce the amount of parental care required, his concerns are 
dominated  by  the  challenge  of  identifying  potential  fertile 
mates… Over the history of  human relationships,  older men 
have favored younger women. The older men often have more 
resources  to  offer  females  both  in  short-term and long-term 
matings.

…for  men,  youthfulness  directly  following  puberty 
communicates recent sexually maturity. Features like full lips, 
bright white non-jaundiced eyes, wide child-bearing hips, and 
large breasts showcase her overall health as well as her ability 
to give birth and nurse children. By comparison, wrinkled skin, 
poor  muscle  tone,  and  open  sores  give  evidence  of  reduced 
fertility and potential disease from previous matings over the 
years...

Again  thick  packing  sounds  thunder  over  the 
speakers. I peek at the screen. From the angle of the 
shot,  I’m  almost  convinced  I’m  watching  the 
historical  discovery of the first  dinosaur fossil  – 
the  unearthing  of  a  distal  femur.  Scrotum 
humanum  never  caught  on  as  the  name;  then 
again, Megalosaurus didn’t either.

On the other hand, men who commit to 
a long-term mating strategy are charged 
with  ensuring  paternity.  Because  women 
carry the fetus and give birth, there is no question as to 
whom the mother is (unless she is a surrogate)… A man may 
have a great deal less confidence he is the father… Therefore, 
unlike with short-term mating, men in long-term relationships 
are  greatly  concerned  with  sexual  abstinence  and  cheating; 
this is often expressed in jealousness and territoriality. Chastity 
belts and stoning for infidelity are historical examples of how 
this evolutionary challenge expresses itself in culture. 

…and further suggests that these traits are not the product of 
culture itself.

“Ya get  it?”  Gregory  giggles,  “It’s  ‘cause  a  spiny  anteater’s  got  a  four-
headed penis!”
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Again, insects offer a colorful example of how adaptations of 
male  anatomy  can  increase  paternal  confidence  and  reduce 
sperm competition… Some species of dragonflies have spoon-
shaped hooks at the end of their reproductive organs. When the 
male attaches to a female, these spoon-shaped structures scoop 
out the semen from previous mates. Then the dragonfly injects 
his gametes closer to the eggs given his reproductive structure 
is longer than the one of the competing males…

With all of the moaning, I have to look over at 
the other monitor. If I didn’t know any better, 
I’d  assume  that  they  were  watching  a 
documentary on the burrowing habits of acorn 
worms.

…likewise,  the  human  penis  has  a 
spade-shaped  tip.  This  anatomical 
feature allows semen from other mates 
to be drawn from vaginal openings like 
a combination toilet brush and plunger. 
Length, although also sexually selected 
by  females,  may  also  serve  to  deposit 
the  gametes  deeper  than  competition, 
and  in  similar  fashion  as  that  of  the 
dragonflies.

“I think he’s ‘bout ta finish,” David calls.

“I’m almost done guys,” I respond. “I just have to write the conclusion.”

“He wasn’t talking about you. The hedgehog guy’s going to blow his…” 
Johan trails off apparently inspired. .

In conclusion, men and women are looking for very different 
things  in  both  short-term  and  long-term  mating  practices. 
Women benefit more from long-term mating strategies because 
the responsibility of child-rearing is shared with the male. This 
is a fate that men try to avoid because evolutionary pressures 
give privilege to mating with multiple females for the increased 
number and genetic diversity of offspring.

“Oh my god, they’re all goin’!” David covers his mouth.

“There’s not a dry part,” Gregory exclaims and pauses the video, “Most of 
it’s right here though.” He makes a circle from her neck to her navel. 
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“Lookin’ at  them from this  angle… they  can’t  possibly  be  real,”  David 
admits.

Gregory  points  out  details  on  the  high-definition  screen.  “They’re  too 
perfect.  I  mean,  they’re perfectly unnatural.  It’s  amazing that  a  pair  like 
these…” He points. “…this staged reality television, the augmented reality 
of film, that’s the first good look middle-schoolers have… and it’s a fucking 
lie.”

Suddenly the conclusion dawns on me. A solution that has, until now, been a 
distraction.

However,  these  mating strategies  are  being exploited  by  the 
entertainment  industry,  most  notably  in  the  realm  of 
pornography...  The  augmentations  made  to  female  actresses 
and  porn  stars  have  created  ridiculous  expectations  for  the 
female body from plastic surgery, in particular breast implants, 
to  the  modifications  of  makeup  and  hair  dye.  Young  men, 
already  evolutionarily  programed  for  selection  of  wide  hips 
and big breasts as good breeders, are bombarded with imagery 
during  masturbation  that  not  only  establishes  addiction  but 
reinforces preference…

“Just think of all yer poor middle-schoolers tugging at themselves, shooting 
their future into socks, raising the bar so high that no real girl’s good enough 
to be the mother of his children.” The thought must really bother Gregory.

“Committing genetic suicide…” Gregory backs up from the screen. 

“I mean, as their pleasure centers light-up from the sudden euphoria and 
exhaustion.  The next  time it  needs to be bigger,  thicker,  harder,  faster… 
They’re just another generation of junkies,” he concludes.

Ironically,  these  women  have  only  modified  their  physical 
appearance and still hold the genes for small boobs, thin lips, 
and wonky teeth inside their cells… As men search for mates 
outside  the  industry,  women  accommodate  the  exaggerated 
male  preference  by  “improving”  themselves  as  though 
Lamarckian evolution would bless their daughters the silicone 
and remove the curse of cellulite…

Darwinian  evolution  does  not  preserve  the  changes  made 
during life. The mothers who got augmentations give birth to 
daughters  with genes for  traits  that  are neither  desirable  to 
their fathers nor the next generation of men. In turn, the fathers 
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that favor perfectly augmented bodies have sons that favor the 
same “improved” traits that the new generation of daughters 
lack… 

If  this  unregulated  augmentation  and  modification  process 
continues,  sexual  selection  will  make  humanity  so  ugly  that 
everyone  will  have  to  go  to  the  plastic  surgeon  just  to  be 
aroused… The whole time, while denying millions of years of 
evolutionary programing of behavior for what is sexy, we may 
just breed the natural and genetic sexiness out of the species 
chasing  unrealistically  round  breasts  and  perky,  diamond-
cutter nipples.

“Like Mother Superior and The White Album,” Johan mutters.

“What?” David turns and asks.

“Masturbation’s  genetic  suicide,”  Johan  smiles  and  begins  singing: 
“Happiness is a warm gun! You know the one, Gregory: bang, bang, shoot, 
shoot!” 

“A real Gun Show.” I comment.
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10: FAT MAN STOMP

With the end of the semester comes a celebration of surviving the first year. 
Gregory, David, and Johan have convinced me to go out to the bar that sits 
just outside the limits of our dry campus. Unfortunately, so far I’ve only 
been staring at the dingy germ-ridden rim of a toilet seat. A guttural noise 
erupts hot lava bile into the primordial soup.

I look up to catch my breath. In purple Sharpie, on the wall behind the seat it 
says, For a good time call Yoko Wang 567-307-0666.

Fat  Man Stomp is  rumored  to  be  owned  by  the  Japanese.  In  humorous 
protest  of  being  forced  to  adopt  our  western  solutions  at  the  Geneva 
Convention, one of the orphans of Nagasaki founded the Fat Man and serves 
drinks laced with trace amounts of actual poison to slowly kill the students 
at the university. The urban legend packs the house on August 9th. 

I was such a fool, I think. One should not go out for a night of drinking 
when  they’ve  been  battling  stomach  flu  for  three  days.  I  had  to  excuse 
myself from two finals to barely make it to the restroom before falling to my 
knees the same way I am now.

I unroll some of the thinnest toilet paper on earth from locked dispenser. In a 
college town you can’t be too careful with the toilet paper: frats will lift 
anything that’s not under lock and key. I wipe my mouth and the powdery 
paper lingers on my lips like the dust from moth wings.

In blue ink, the stall wall above the toilet paper holder says: 
God�is�ALWAYS�watching,�ALWAYS�judging�EVEN�when�you’re�shitting.�
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In red, God is crossed off and replaced with: Santa
  

In  a  bold  Marks-A-Lot,  someone  placed  an  “X”  over  Santa  and  wrote: 

Ceiling Cat

I’ll have to remember that for the quote box. Dr. Rost would would file that 
under “religious irony.”

I wonder what Tabetha is doing out there with those three. I told Gregory to 
keep an eye on her so that no jock with half a brain tried to grind her on the 
dance floor. 

Gregory is my best bet. On the topic of bets, my bet is that David and Johan 
are collecting bets on the MMA fights that are interspersed between line 
dancing and cage dancing. It’s an odd array of cowboy hats, diamond teeth, 
and lingerie. 

David and Johan have concocted a plan that either results in them making 
money, mayhem, or both. They’re both business majors and have created all 
kinds of crazy ways to generate investment capital  to fund projects,  like 
making Dringa into a marketed game.

This business plan includes a recipe for grain alcohol that Johan says he 
found in his grandmother’s attic. We aren’t really sure where he found it but 
it’s a great recipe. Anyway, Johan and David have turned the basement of 
the house they’re renting into a small distillery. The moonshine comes out a 
bright green. 

Without  a  permit  the  whole  processes  is  a  federal  offense.  It  is  a  very 
common federal  offense though.  Especially where the contradictory state 
law  permits  200  gallons  for  if  you  have  two  people  over  21  in  the 
household. Johan and David believe the end goal of selling the recipe and 
distillery process is worth the risk.

They call it Absynthe Minded.

The  thought  of  Absynthe  Minded  creates  a  gurgle  against  my quivering 
insides. The results look like a runny scrambled egg and salsa milkshake.

David and Johan have a whole system worked out with the bartenders at Fat 
Man Stomp. They ask patrons to place bets on the different mixed martial 
arts fighters. Originally, the payout was that David and Johan would pour a 
shot of Absynthe Minded for the people that selected the correct fighter, and 
if they fail they have to deliver a shot for a stranger of David and Johan’s 
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choosing that’s not in on the betting. Of course, now they have brackets, 
odds, and wild cards that make the game much more complicated. 

The biggest complicating factor is one of the bouncers of the Fat Man. Billy 
Brooks is the undefeated champion of the fights. He is often just called The 
Minotaur.  With  his  biceps  wrapped  in  desert-style  cow  skull  tattoo 
armbands, and a nose ring like a bull, he’s a large and quite intimidating 
man that lives up to the nickname.

Fat Man Stomp is rumored to be owned by his grandfather, who also owns a 
cattle  ranch.  During  tough  times  they  turned  the  family  farm  into  a 
Concentrated Animal Farming Operation, or CAFO. The legend goes that 
Billy’s mother had intercourse with a bull on the farm. On all fours in cow 
manure, she molested the grateful bull. A month later, it spread throughout 
her  high  school  she  was  pregnant.  Mrs.  Brooks  denies  the  bestiality, 
claiming  that  she  got  pregnant  from  her  high  school  sweetheart.  Billy 
refuses to comment letting the urban legend drive up attendance when it’s 
MMA fight night. And that, in turn, creates a bigger crowd for Absynthe 
Minded to gain popularity.

Apparently, money makes the world go round.

Often there’s a bit of confusion for some patrons unaware of the Absynthe 
Minded betting system. There have been a few fights outside of the MMA 
ring because David and Johan made a man deliver a shot to another man’s 
girl, or made a man give a shot to a homophobe. Most often though, the free 
drink compels others to get in on the gambling -- and  this  is  how 
David and Johan get people free samples of their own concoction. 

Apparently, David and Johan make the 
booze go down.

They are already more 
p o p u l a r  t h a n 
Boozkamisch. 
A label  is  stuck  to 
the wall above the 
large  trip  lever. 
Releasing my grip on 
the rim of the bowl, I 
look  at  the  big  back 
“X” on the back of my 
hand.  If  only  I  was 
drinking,  that  would 
j u s t i f y  m y 
predicament.
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I flush and watch the wad of paper spin around the bowl. It stops and starts 
to rise to the top. I think of all the drowning animals while Noah saved one 
lucky couple from each species. 

The real miracle of the flood wasn’t that God made it rain for 40 days and 
40 nights, or that Noah somehow got two of all the animals in the world 
onto the ark, or kept the lion from eating the zebras...  The real miracle is 
that  we  see  so  much  diversity  within  a  given  species  today  after  it 
supposedly passed through the greatest bottleneck ever conceived.

I can still hear Dr. Chen rambling about Noah’s Ark in BIO 1500.

“Stupid young earth creationist have no problem with  microevolution. They 
think species can have variation within it,  but one species no make new 
species.  So  no  macroevolution.  But  really  it  same thing.   No  Origin  of 
Species. No single cell common ancestor. No  great tree of life from single 
seed that branch out in time to all species. God create all organism like blade 
of grass, each with separate seed. I want big rubber stamp that say Bullshit 
so I can stamp stupid books.”

My head reels through Dr. Chen’s relentless rant.

 “You know, creationist say diversity  no happen through randomness.  ‘Oh, 
yeah,’ they  say,  ‘no  way complex  structures  like  eye  made   by  random 
chance.’”

“‘Oh, no... no way!’ Chen exaggerates. “But  Random chance only half the 
story.   Mutation.  Other  half  natural  selection,  which  not  random,  but 
selective. Not random process.”

A little toilet bowl deluge splashes over the rim.

The real miracle is that God would’ve made all this diversity of life like 
grass. But Noah took only two organisms, which, at best,  had two allele 
variations of every trait. This wiped out the diversity and variation in the 
population  needed  to  see  the  microevolution  the  creationists  say  we see 
today.  If  all  the  variation  is  gone  then  the  only  way  to  get  it  back  is 
mutation, which they claim is too random and infrequent to drive evolution. 

Fragments of pepperoni and bits of mushroom sit at the top of the bowl, 
drowning  in  the  overwhelming  flood  like  the  forgotten  unicorns  and 
chimeras.
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So  Drunk  Ceiling  Cat   created  all  different  wines:  moscato,  malbec, 
chardonnay, chianti,  so on and so on. Then, he took only two molecules of 

each  wine  from  each 
bottle  and  put  them  in  a 
big wooden barrel. 

After  a  40  days,  Drunk 
Ceiling Cat pulled all  the 
molecules from the barrel 
and  said,  “K,  srsly,   all 
moleculz  cna  only  matez 
wit  moleculz  outta  smae 
bttle. So teh red booze no 
matin  wit  teh  whte 
booze.” It’s impossible to 
get  all  the  notes  and 
elements  of  merlot,  a 
species, from a single note 
of oak and a single note of 
dried cherry.

Above  the  toilet  is  a 
Bacchus  Vineyards  wine 
bottle  label  plastered  to 
the cement block wall.

Fat Man Stomp is rumored to be owned by Dionysius himself. The owner is 
said  to  be  a  portly  drunkard  that  wanders  around outside  the  bar  like  a 
homeless man. Supposedly, he is the rich mastermind behind it all -- the 
God of Wine. The story goes that he owns a winery about 25 minutes away 
from campus. During summer break there’s a grape stomp that convinces 
some students to stay in town rather than get on a plane and get intoxicated 
on a remote beach.

David  and  Johan  are  counting  on  Bacchus  Vineyards  buying  Absynthe 
Minded.

I  spit  and decide to leave the stall  before the floor is  covered in Noah’s 
rainbow graveyard.

In all caps, the door says DICKS ARE FOR CHICKS!

With an arrow pointing at “DICKS” someone has drawn a large veiny green 
penis clothed to look like the Incredible Hulk in school boy clothes.  He 
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holds  hands  with  an  elegantly  illustrated  marijuana  leaf.  It  is  captioned: 
Dick and Mary-Jane 

Another hand has added a volcano of what appears to be White-out flowing 
from the head of Dick. Scrawled in blue pen is written: See Dick Run.

As I leave and start to close the door, I’m shoved to the side by a tall thin 
bald man holding his mouth. Before I can warn him that the toilet’s clogged, 
I hear splashing and heaving. I exit quickly knowing that there’s no way he 
will escape without saving a few animals from their watery burial on his 
cheeks.

As the bathroom door closes I hear cheering. An announcer states that he 
never thought he would see the day.

“What happened?” I ask a random girl standing in line for the restroom.

“Someone beat The Minotaur,” she hollers over the clamor.

I slump. The biggest upset in the known history of the Fat Man and I spent it 
sacrificing modern animals to the porcelain god. I push past the crowd a 
buzz with excitement.  David and Johan are standing on the bar with bottles 
of  Absythe Minded.  The Minotaur’s  upset  is  going to dip into their  200 
gallons tonight.  But they look at  it  like the free samples that  food court 
workers  give  to  shoppers  during  lunchtime  --  you  get  people  on  the 
comeback.

In the war on obesity a toothpick of Chicken California is the gateway drug.

Fat Man Stomp is rumored to be owned by the son of a 391 pound man that 
sold his land to turn our modest community college into a proper university. 
It’s  believed  that  while  walking  across  the  stage  from  his  motorized 
wheelchair  to  accept  his  diploma  he  stepped  on  the  Dean’s  foot.  This 
accidental stomp shattered the Dean’s metatarsals so badly that the fat man 
sold his land to the college to pay for reconstructive surgery. In the end he 
was near penniless, left only with tuition debt. The only plot of land he  had 
was where his small house sat. That lot turned was now Fat Man Stomp.

“Where’s Tabetha?” I yell over the hands of a few sorority girls.

“What?!” David yells  back.  “Hold on.” He hands a shot  of  bright  green 
liquid to a large male. “I think she’s…” he starts as he scans the room from 
his crows nest. “She’s on the dance floor... with some dude,” he qualifies.
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I  push  past  the  chaos  and  find  Jeremiah  Stubblebrook.  He  has  Tabetha 
enclosed in his big hairy hands.

Just then, Gregory catches my arm. “Wait!”

“Goddammit, Gregory!” I shout. “I thought you were watching her.”

“I was. But I - I didn’t know that Johan kept giving her shot after shot after 
shot of the stuff -- of Absynthe Minded.” He stammers. “Then, when the 
Minotaur lost, well, I got wrapped up in--”

“Save it.” I wrench my arm from him and then wince in pain as my stomach 
flips. “Don’t,” Gregory calls reaching for me again. “He’s huge, she’s drunk, 
and yer sick.”

I weave my way through the grinding bodies as the music thumps to lower 
the  tension  of  the  fight  back  into  over-the-clothes  love-making.  Without 
pause I shove Jeremiah’s arm. He barely moves, probably thinking it was 
just the crowd. So my right fist that follows makes contact with his mouth 
way before I intended.

My middle knuckle splits on his incisor. He wipes blood from his mouth but 
I don’t think it’s his. Then, without a second thought, his eyes turn red and 
he  drives  his  curled  hand into  my stomach like  a  battering  ram into  an 
inflatable bouncy house. The children already jumping around on my guts 
are thrown through the mesh walls.

Jeremiah steps back covered in puke.

The crowd parts like I’m Moses. Even Tabetha runs from the smell.

“We’ve got a code chunky mustard on the dance floor,” the DJ calls over the 
speakers. 

“Billy!” I hear one of the shot girls yell. “Get ‘im outta here.”

Then I see the Minotaur. With a swollen eye, he sprints over to me. I’m 
ready to take the full force of his anger for losing, anticipating that I’d be 
imminently thrown out onto the street. But the charging bull slips on the 
vomit and lands face town in the rotten puddle around my feet.

My hurl saved me from being hurled onto the sidewalk. The noun saved me 
from the verb, I think quite irrationally..

“He knocked out the Minotaur,” someone shouts out into the madness.
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“Jackson!” another shot girl that looks like Penny Slots shouts. There are a 
lot of girls that look like my redhead lab partner.

A tall  bartender  throws  his  towel  over  his  shoulder  and  leaps  over  the 
counter. “I got it,” he says. Surrounded by patrons ready for another fight, I 
have no where to go.

David calls out, “Wild card. Forty ta one odds on the sick kid. Takers?”

Hands fly into the air.

I turn to run. I slip and slide on the floor in my own muck. I twist and push 
to escape Jackson’s long arms. 

In all the movement, I fall to my knees. Jackson grabs me by the bottom of 
my  pant  leg  and  drags  me  from  the  dance  floor.  My  cheekbone  is  a  
squeegee pulling along chunks of sick. I squirm again and my pants button 
pops as they slide down to my ankles. I writhe in my boxers, in my own 
puke, in front of the whole bar. 

Frustrated, Jackson lifts me in a bear hug just below my rib cage. I fight the 
urge to puke again. I swallow but my tummy rumbles in protest. As we hit 
the warm air of the start of summer, Jackson heaves me onto the asphalt. 
The extra pressure on my bowels squeezes the toxic bile that was inside me 
out from the other end.

I turn to see Jackson splattered with black. His face, shirt, and arms covered 
in shit.

I lay there on the pavement like a used condom staring at a yellow parking 
line.

Finally, Gregory finds me. He lifts me by the arms to a parking meter to 
balance myself. “At least, it’s just stomach flu,” he says searching for the 
silver lining. “Imagine if ya had something really bad, like HIV. With all the 
bodily  fluids  ya’ve  been  sharing  tonight,  ya  could’ve  done  some  real 
damage.”

I force a smile.
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